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from the president
What a great group of members we
have!
The Qld Easter comp was held at
Goondiwindi this year. The Warwick
club worked hard to secure the support
of the local council, and airfield, and
the facilities of the local aeroclub. What
a wonderful competition it was. I felt so
thrilled to turn up to see lines of
gliders, of various types, tied down,
and the area abuzz with activity. I was
particularly pleased to meet many
members for the first time... With club
two seaters or with a single seater,
ready for a first adventure into the
competition scene. I took many happy
snaps, and have included some here
for you. I am sure you will get an
article from someone soon, but I
wanted to express my joy at seeing
such a large group (50 plus entrants)
gather together in a friendly and
uplifting way. Not having been to
Goondiwindi before, I was happy to find
a great airfield and such a friendly
town. I even managed to find an older
local at the Victoria Hotel, and have
him tell me about the good old days,
when he went solo with the now long
gone Goondi gliding club. He went solo
at 15 and took great pride in telling me
about the club Ka6, Ka7 and Blanik... I
was also told that theirs was the first
club in Australia to put a Blanik
between a set of yellow box trees, off a
failed winch launch. "The pilot was ok,
but it sure made a mess of the glider!!"
How gliding unites us!!
Congratulations to the whole lot of
you on a well run and fun comp.
We've had a fairly heavy month of
exec and board meetings. (You can find
the latest minutes and papers on the
website). In my last email I
foreshadowed the difficulties we are
facing as an organisation. The Exec put
to the Board, at the ABM, a budget that
makes provision to spend some of the
accrued surplus from previous years,
and I thank the Board for their support
in this area. We are planning to allocate
some resources into our operations and
airworthiness areas, in order to improve
the documentation and outcomes, as
well as the focus on membership and
club support.
At the ABM, we also appointed key
positions of office, as follows. Thank you
so much to all of these volunteers for
the work that they do, on our behalf:
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President Anita Taylor
Vice-President Dave Boulter
Treasurer Peter Carey
Chair of Operations Panel
Chris Thorpe
Chair of Airworthiness Dep.
Stuart Addinell
Chair of Sports Committee
Mandy Temple
Chair Marketing & Development
Terry Cubley
IT Convenor Richard Frawley
RTOs, Airworthiness

Deputy CAD Len Deakman
New South Wales Aaron Stroop,
Arnie Hartley
Victoria/Tasmania John Ashford,
Marta Najfeld
Queensland hjad Nowak, Robert Bradley
South Australia/Northern Territory
Nigel Baker
Western Australia Rob Hanbury
RTOs, Operations
New South Wales Drew McKinnie
Victoria/Tasmania Noel Vagg
Queensland Tony Scarlett
South Australia/Northern Territory
Paul Mason
Western Australia Kevin Saunders
National Airfields, Airspace
and Avionics Officer

John Summers
Airfields, Airspace and Avionics
Regional Officers
New South Wales Graham Brown
Victoria/Tasmania Phil McCann
Queensland Mike Truitt
South Australia/ Northern Territory
John Hudson
Western Australia Kevin Saunders
RTOs, Sport

New South Wales Bryan Hayhow
Victoria/Tasmania David Wilson
Queensland Greg Schmidt
South Australia/ Northern Territory
Catherine Conway
Western Australia Swain Johnson
Junior Sports Jessica Stauss
RDOs, Development

New South Wales Dion Weston
Victoria/Tasmania Vacant
Queensland Doug Brookes
South Australia/ Northern Territory
Michael Scutter
Western Australia Vacant
Women in Gliding Leonie Furze
Specialist members Dave Boulter,
Sean Young

Legal Adviser Paul Matthews
Trophies & Awards Officer Tim Shirley
IT Group: Richard Frawley, Sean Young,
Jerry Wells, Tim Shirley
NCC Chair Tom Claffey
ITC Convenor Vacant
National Coaching Director Peter Trotter
DCC Comps Representative
Jenny Thompson
National Coach Vacant (You will note
that for the past several years we have
been fortunate to have several visiting
coaches, such as G Dale)
FAI Certificates Officer Beryl Hartley
FAI Records Officer Beryl Hartley,
Pam Kurtsjens
IGC Representative Terry Cubley
Trophies Officer Colin Eustace
ASAC Representative Anita Taylor (as
President)
I thank the Board for their continued
support of me, in my role. It is a
wonderful privilege to be the President of
the GFA, and a job I take very seriously.
Thanks also to Phil McCann, who for this
past 12 months has provided invaluable
support as the Immediate Past President.
I am sure he will enjoy some gliding
now!
Another experience of the wonderful
group of members we have, was at the
member's forum we held after the April
Board meeting, in Brisbane. I very much
thank those members for taking the time
to join the Board, to discuss issues
important to them, ask questions, make
suggestions, and generally interact with
the board, to share experiences and help
the Board understand the impact of the
things that happen at club level.
I have included a summary of topics
discussed for your information.
SMS. An update on the status of the
implementation of the SMS at club level,
along with a discussion on the IRIS

Morning briefing at the Easter competioin at Goondiwindi which was organised by Warwick Gliding Club.
reporting system, and what constitutes a
reportable incident. If in doubt, please
contact your CFI or RTO/Ops.
The most valuable thing about our
reporting system is the ability to share
information about safety, and hopefully
to learn from them. There were also
several suggestions for including safety
items in the magazine, and you will note
the excellent article by Chris Thorpe in
the issue.
For your information a summary of
recent accidents and incidents is also on
the GFA website http://glidingaustralia.

org/GFA-Ops/incidents-and-accidents.html
Gliding Australia magazine. The group
touched on a discussion raised at the
Executive: a need for an editorial
calendar to promote a more diverse set
of articles in the magazine. Dave Boulter
has worked with the departments to set
a timetable for operations, airworthiness,
sports and development articles over
the year. I encourage you to write to our
editor if you have suggestions for
articles, and urge you to write some of
your own!
The culture of our gliding clubs and
the importance of our freedom to fly. We
discussed the different needs of various
age groups, particularly the challenges
of being overly cautious (but well
meaning) compared to enabling and
encouraging pilots to extend
themselves, and the different needs of
the Gen Y pilots! It was interesting to

note that some commercial airlines are
changing their training syllabus to more
effectively cater for the culture shifts.
We discussed that newer members often minority groups - can feel isolated,
and the benefits of matching a club to
your own needs. We also touched on
how social media allows groups, such as
the Aus Junior Soaring members to
connect positively on Facebook.
Our Treasurer, Peter Carey arranged
for the GFA BBL insurance broker, Dylan
Jones of Aviation Insurance Brokers of
Australia, to come and field questions on
insurance, and this was most
informative. If you have any questions at
all about the GFA policies, how you
might or might not be covered, and
what your additional insurance needs
might be, please don't hesitate to
contact the office, or the broker.
We also raised the matter of the third
party liability requirement for competition
aircraft. It may be possible (I am really
not sure about the likelihood, but am
willing to put a group of you together to
approach Dylan) for those with lower
value gliders, who still want to fly comps,
but not comprehensively insure, to join
together, as a group, to take out the third
party liability insurance, and share the
cost. If you are interested, please contact
me by 30 June.
Stuart explained to members the
changing and increasing vigilance of
CASA as a regulator and detailed the

considerable amount of new and old
documentation that is now required for
us to continue to exercise our
exemptions and instruments. CASA is
also under pressure to ensure they are
properly discharging their duties (note
the recent plight of other sport aviation
organisations). We do enjoy a good
working relationship with CASA, and we
are very appreciative of the CASA
officers who support Sport Aviation. I
must note, however, that this positive
relationship relies on the many hours of
work and time spent at meetings and on
phone calls by Executive members. With
the move towards the ‘approved
organisation’ model of sport aviation
administration, our need to improve our
documentation will require an ongoing
allocation of resources (ie time and
effort) of officeholders and staff.
Minimum age to solo. A member
enquired about the minimum solo age,
particularly with reference to the
overseas junior initiatives for teaching
the skills of flight.
Parachute repacking. We discussed
the occasional requirements for carrying
a parachute and the need for an up-todate repacking slip. Whilst it might be
ideal to be able to provide some sort of
training and certification for repacking
your own chute, at this time the GFA is
unable to accommodate this. Dion
Weston, NSW Regional Board member,
undertook to look into the possibilities.
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badges - records

Easy Peasy Silver Distance
During this wonderful summer season I have received a large
number of Silver C badge claims. The Silver distance flight seems
to be not well understood by many of those attempting to assist
new pilots in their first cross country navigation exercise. The
task is not difficult or complicated so here are a few hints to an
easy Silver C distance achievement.
The goal is the same as an early pilot task in any aviation
activity. Make a flight plan and see if you can find your way to a
declared goal. In gliding you can do this in a straight line and land
more than 50kms away from home. Simple A to B. Most pilots
find it easier to declare a place 50kms or more away from home
and fly there and back to home base. A to B to A. Due to terrain
other sites find it easier to fly to a declared start point, then a
second point and then home. A to B to C to A.
When you are planning your first navigation cross country you
should declare where you are going and make sure you have
some method of recording the flight. The sporting code allows for
easy declaration in either the logger you are using, an electronic
or written version. I am finding that many official observer
struggle with the large number of logger and position recorders
now available so if you are using your club equipment then the
club coach should be your first port of call for assistance. If you
are using your own logger then this is the right time to learn how
it all works. What is important is that you set a navigation task
and make your declaration prior to the flight with your official
observer.

SILVER BADGE DISTANCE REQUIREMENTS
The Silver badge is achieved on completing the three soaring
performances: Distance, Duration and Height.
A SILVER DISTANCE is a flight on a straight course of at least
50kms. Any leg of 50kms or more of a longer declared course
may qualify, subject to the requirements of 4.4.3 on altitude
difference applied to the whole course flown.
Note: The Silver distance flight should be flown without
navigational or other assistance given over the radio (other than
permission to land on an airfield) or help or guidance from
another aircraft.

DECLARATION REQUIREMENTS
A pre-flight declaration that includes the items below is
required for all badge flights.

1. For badge flights using evidence from an FR or a GPS
position recorder and barograph, the declaration shall be
recorded in an .igc file, written in an electronic version and
emailed to the Official Observer or written on a single sheet of
paper. The paper declaration is to be completed prior to the
flight and signed by the Official Observer, retained by the Official
Observer, and submitted with claim materials.
2. Where more than one FR is used, they must have identical
flight task data input, and if one fails, the other becomes the
direct replacement.
Consult the FR manufacturer’s user manual to determine
which method an FR uses to record declaration date and time.
Date and time for a written declaration are as certified by the
Official Observer.

4.2.1 Declaration content
a. Date of flight.
b. Name of the pilot-in-command.
c. Glider type, and its registration or serial number or unique
NAC-assigned contest number.
d. The make, model and serial number of the FR used (as
recorded in the .igc file for the flight). For any barograph or GPS
position recorder used, supply the make, model and serial
number as verified by the Official Observer before flight.
e. Way points and, for a closed course, the sequence to be
flown.
f. Pilot-in-command signature.
g. Official Observer signature, with date and time of declaration
To make a claim: Send to Beryl Hartley @ P.O. Box 275,
Narromine NSW 2821: email: arnie.hartley@gmail.com
Include a completed claim form with all information and
Official Observer verification. Form available on the GFA web
site.
Copy of original IGC file for all flights. Can be sent on disk or
flash drive.
Green gliding certificate book.
Original written declaration if using Position Recorder.
Payment made payable to the GFA. Cost of Silver badge is
$20. Payment can be made online using the GFA web site. www.
gfa.org.au
It is not necessary to send printed proof of any flights.
Beryl Hartley

Jenny Thompson

A.Badge 			

Awarded the Australian Feminine 300km triangle speed
Canberra GC

11852

Bleuler Hans R	

11854	Lake Keepit SC

Jamieson Daniel J

11856	NSW Air TC

John Buchanan		

Klein Kerry C

11860	Darling Downs SC

750Km O/R 161.79 kph

Hawes Courtney A

11867	NSW Air TC

Awarded the Australian 750Km O/R speed records

				

McClymont Cooper

11861

Secretary@glidingaustralia.org

Boonah GC

B Badge

Level 1, 34 Somerton Road Somerton Victoria 3062
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ASG29/15m 5/1/2013 Tocumwal

Awarded the Australian 500Km O/R speed records
in 15m, 18m and Open class,
Awarded the Australian 300Km O/R speed record

Wroblewski Andrzej 11834
McSwiney Zac C

Geelong GC

in 15m class.

11785	NSW Air TC

Davis Christopher P 11831	NSW Air TC

Pam Kurstjens		

Fisher Alexander

11816

750Km O/R 138.24 Kph

Klein Kerry C

11860 	Darling Downs GC

Qld Air TC

Sharpe	David J		

Awarded the Australian Feminine 750Km O/R speed
Awarded the Australian Feminine 500Km O/R speed

11819	Southern Cross GC

A. B. C. Badge
Grose John C		

11835	Narrogin GC

Waters Benjamin G

11838

Warwick GC

Somerfield Michael J

11840

Kingaroy SC

Parsons James W		

11841

Gympie GC

Overheu Geoff		

11843

Beverley SC

Harper	Matthew		

11844	Lake Keepit SC

Durham Charles D K

11845

StricklandJohn K

11846	Lake Keepit SC

Sullivan	Laura E

ASH31mi 5/1/2013 Tocumwal

record in Open class,

C Badge 			

Bathurst SC

11849	Mt. Beauty GC

record in Open class.
Keith Willis		

PW-5 6/2/2013 Horsham

200Km triangle 73.58 kph
Awarded the Australian Record 200 km triangle speed
in World Class,
Awarded the Australian Record 100 km triangle speed
in World Class.

Continental Records
Allan Barnes

		

LS8/15m 25/11/2012 Narromine

Claiming Continental Records for the Australia/Oceania

Silver C
Champness Hugh R	

4815

Butters Alexander J

4816	Lake Keepit SC

Beaufort GC

Croft Paul		

4817

Rolfe Jacob M		

4818	NSW Air TC

Walker Jamie Mi 		

4819	Darling Downs SC

Somerfield Peter M	

4820

Sharpe David J		

4821	Southern Cross GC

Beverley SC

Kingaroy SC

Regionin 15m class:
1018.90 Free triangle distance
1020.60 Free three TP distance

Records for Overseas Pilots
Makoto Ichikawa

LS8/15m 5/1/2013 Tocumwal

524 Km FAI triangle
Claiming the Japanese Feminine Records for Triangle

gold c		
Fox Thomas R	

689	V.M.F.G.

Robertson Michael

1690

G.C.V.

Champness Peter		

1691

Horsham GC

Gamble	Peter			V.M.F.G.
Frestel	Peter R			

Beverley SC

Shearer Jennifer M 		Narrogin GC

distance, Free triangle distance and Three TP distance in
15 m class, And the Japanese Feminine Records for Free
Triangle distance and Three TP distance in Open Class.

Since the last issue, the list of minimum performance criteria for a first
claim for Continental Records been updated with the current Australian
and New Zealand National Records. Please note that this list represents
the minimum requirements for a first claim.
Continental Records must be claimed through a procedure similar to
World Records: a notification of claim must be sent to the FAI Records

Diamond distance
Ogura Hiroyuki			Sportaviation Tocumwal

Office within 7 days after the flight, and an OO qualified to observe World

Diamond height

sufficient for a claim, it will not automatically become a Continental

Eckey Bernard F			

Balaklava GC

and Continental Records must be present. If a pilot flies a National Record
Record. For example, if a pilot flies a National Record that exceeds the
Continental Record, but fails to notify FAI within 7 days, or didn’t use an

Diamond c

Observer qualified for World and Continental Records, he or she would be

Barnes Allan J		

241	Darling Downs SC

awarded the National Record but the Continental Record would remain

Eckey Bernard F		

242

unchanged. Another pilot would be eligible to claim it without exceeding the

Balaklava GC

NOTE FOR CLAIMANTS
Tel: 03 9303 7805 (Mon-Thursday 9am - 5pm, Friday 9am to 3pm)

records in 15m, 18m and Open Class.

in 15m, 18m and Open class,

A & B Badge		

Doherty	Terence N 		Southern Cross GC

DO YOU HAVE HANGAR KEEPERS LIABILITY INSURANCE?
NOT HAVING ADEQUATE INSURANCES CAN PUT YOUR CLUB IN PERIL
IT WILL COST YOU LESS THAN $700 PER YEAR TO JOIN THE GFA'S POLICY
You probably won't be making a claim but will sleep better.
Contact the GFA's Secretariat for further details

ASW27b 26/11/12 Narromine

300km triangle 144.34 kph

Kilkenny Brodie A J

Diamond GOAl

hangar keepers insurance

Australian Records

FAI Gliding Badges to
23 april 2013

All OOs can approve badge claims, Australian Records, and national
records flown by international visitors, but only a limited number can
approve World and Continental Record claims. Beryl Hartley and Pam
Kurstjens can provide you with a list of OOs who can do this, and also help
with issuing this extra level of approval to OOs.

new National Record.
Initial record claim notifications must be sent to Pam Kurstjens at
pam@kurstjens.com immediately after the flight with a copy of the .igc file.
Claim forms are to be completed by the OO and sent to Pam with the
original .igc file, normally saved to a CD or SD card.
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Marketing & DevelopMent

engaging With youth

By chRIS wooLLey

manner. I carried 4 litres of water along with sandwiches,
muesli bars and apples for sustenance during the flight. I
also carried oxygen which I set for use above 5,000ft. I took
a map of the task area, as well as a strobe, SPOT and a
GPS flight recorders.
It was now time to go. I self launched at 10:39am and
made a start at 10:52am into a blue sky. The race against
time was on. In the early part of the flight I had to balance
speed against survival. Flying too fast would increase my
chances of outlanding and flying too slow would decrease
my chances of finishing. It was a fine line.
During the first two hours I found myself below 2,000ft
AGL numerous times with a low point of 1,100ft. In these
weak blue conditions I could only manage 75 kph. Needless
to say I was a little concerned that I would run out of day.
Finally, in the distance, I could see high CU starting to
form. I knew it wouldn’t be long before I was changing

Flooding in south east Queensland delayed my trip to Narromine this year.
Unfortunately this meant that I‘d have to sit on the sideline while my son
Adam and his good friend James Dutschke completed numerous flights up
to 800km, which included their FAI 750km diplomas. Needless to say I
was extremely envious. What makes their flights even more amazing is
the fact that they were all flown in unballasted club class gliders. Adam
flew his Cirrus 75 and James, his Open Libelle. Well done, guys.

of CU, height and strong climbs.
Finally my patience was rewarded with a 9.6kt climb to
10,000ft under CU at 1:20pm. It was game on with a goal of
100 kph by the time I turned Booligal. I turned at 2:35pm with
an average speed for the first leg of 97 kph.
To reassure myself that there was still plenty of time left in
the day I often referred back one hour to Queensland time.
That made 2:35pm at Booligal a more respectable 1:35pm!

Finally the flood waters started receding, making it possible to

My next goal was to cover the 269 km to Henty in 2 hours

drive to Narromine. This allowed me to take advantage of the

with the aim of arriving there by 4:30pm. The cloud base was

strong weather conditions forecast for the first week of

now 12,000ft and the sky ahead looked excellent. I was in

February. It was all systems go as I packed for an early

with a chance.

departure from Kingaroy on Tuesday, 5 February. I eventually

Well the sky turned out to be awesome with an average

arrived in Narromine late in the day with enough time to rig

climb rate of 6.9kts. I turned Henty at 4:15pm having

and fuel up.

achieved 162 kph for the second leg. My average task speed

Wednesday the 6th arrived after a good night's sleep.

was now 117 kph. Things were definitely looking up!

Adam was on standby for work in Brisbane at the time and

It was now time for the run home with only 383km to go.

was able to assist in the preparation of the flight. The weather

The sky ahead was still pumping with CU as far as I could see.

looked good enough for a 1,000km attempt so I set Narromine

At this point excitement was building in anticipation of getting

– Booligal – Henty – Narromine, a 1,014 km FAI triangle.

home with daylight to spare.

The forecast was for 4,000ft in the blue and CU from

The leg started off well until I found myself at 4,700ft, a

12:30pm for the rest of the day. Cloud base was to peak at

long way below cloud base with 280 km to go. I knew I had to

12,000ft with the last thermal at 7:30pm. A friendly trough

find another climb, and soon! Fortunately my next climb was

was aligned along the second leg with a tail wind. Things were

6.5kts to 11,000ft. Things looked much better at this height.

looking good.

From this point on, staying high in contact with the CU was a

I ballasted my 18 metre Ventus 2cxM, then towed out at

priority.

10:00am for a planned launch at 10:40am. This gave me

The next 170 km passed by without getting low and before

plenty of time to prepare the glider in an orderly and relaxed

I knew it I was taking my final glide climb, 110 km out at
6:30pm. I was as good as home.
I crossed the line at 7:07pm after 8 hours and 14 minutes
having averaged 123.1 kph for 1014 km. I must say that I was
impressed with the rock star treatment I received after rolling
to a halt. Thanks, guys. What an amazing day. To view my
1000 km flight on OLC visit http://tinyurl.com/inwithachance
The next day, I flew a declared 750 km FAI triangle,
Narromine – Hilston – Temora – Narromine at 121 kph. This
was another classic Narromine day with a 12,500ft cloud
base. On Friday, my last day, I flew a free distance 730 km
triangle.
It was now time for home after three days of flying in
awesome weather conditions. Thanks to all those who made
my short stay at Narromine a most memorable one.
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GA

If you have any questions or feedback please
contact me at

The number of young members taking up gliding is increasing, as is
their activity through Joeyglide and Junior Gliding Club, and the
Junior Facebook page.

jacket. Most importantly, I declared the 1000 km task in my

gears to pick up some much needed speed with the safety

development

In order to increase our engagement
with youth, the GFA Marketing and
Development team has been working
with the Australian Air Force Cadets
(AAFC) to strengthen and clarify our
relationship, and to make it easier and
cheaper for cadets to get involved in
gliding.

Who else?
Many people have asked if we can
engage in a similar way with other youth
groups such as scouts, air leagues,
school groups etc. The answer is YES.
The process and benefits described
below can equally be applied to these
other groups if they are able to provide
the same level of administration support
and commitment as the AAFC has been
able to demonstrate. I am keen to talk to
representatives from these other groups
to agree on a similar arrangement.

What is the aaFC?
AAFC is a well structured and
organized, national youth group whose
mission is to "develop Australian youth
in a military and aviation environment”.
It has a direct connection to the RAAF
but is managed by a primarily volunteer
management structure. I must say, I
became thoroughly confused by the
various levels and responsibilities of this
management group and their acronyms
leave me completely bewildered, but
once you can recognise the key groups
and simplify the language, it all starts to
make good sense.

aaFC and glider Flying
The GFA and the AAFC have an
agreed procedure for the management
and payment of glider flying activities,

cmd@glidingaustralia.org
TeRRy CUbLey
ChAIR, DeveLopmenT pAneL

and the types of membership available.
This procedure can be viewed on the
GFA web page www.glidingaustralia.org,
complete with acronyms and
responsibilities. The following is the
'Dummies guide to cadet flying'.

l A GFA Recipient Created Invoice
These forms will all be issued by the
AAFC squadron and delivered to the
participating club at or before the time
of the flying activity.

When does money
Change hands?

aeF proCess

The Airforce (Commonwealth
Government) covers the costs of many
activities, including some flying activities
of the cadets. When you are involved
with cadets flying you need to be clear
as to who is paying the bill. If the
Commonwealth is paying, then the bill
has to go to Airforce Liaison Officer
(AFLO) who sends you the money. If the
Cadet has to pay, then the bill goes to
the cadet’s squadron who collects the
money and sends it to you. If you are
unsure, talk to the Squadron personnel.

Wings
There are eight AAFC wings, two in
Qld and one in each of the other states.
1 Wing AAFC North Qld
2 Wing AAFC South Qld
3 Wing AAFC NSW & ACT
4 Wing AAFC vICTORIA
5 Wing AAFC Tasmania
6 Wing AAFC SA
7 Wing AAFC WA
8 Wing AAFC NT
Each wing has a number of
Squadrons. Nearly all Squadrons will
provide an opportunity for a cadet to go
flying, either powered or gliding, usually
dependent on the interest of the
responsible officer. This would be the
equivalent of our AEF flight. Some
Squadrons also arrange for interested
cadets to undergo a powered or gliding
flying training course. Our agreed
procedures and membership categories
have been tailored for these two
activities.
l We offer a discount AEF fee of $15.
l We offer a discounted 12 month
Junior (cadet) membership fee of $110.

the paperWork
GFA has created three documents
l An AAFC introductory membership
form (AEF form)
l An AAFC junior membership
application form

l
Squadron arranges with a
gliding club to provide the AEF flights.
l
Squadron issues the AEF form
to the Cadet to get parents' signature.
l
Squadron creates a list of
participating cadets, using the GFA
Recipient created invoice form. This is
emailed/faxed to the club and to the GFA
office.
l Gliding club countersigns and dates
the AEF form when the flight occurs
l Gliding club conducts the AEF flights.
l Gliding club countersigns the
Recipient Created invoice – removing the
names of any cadets who did not
participate. Gives this back to Squadron
personnel.
l Gliding club sends an invoice to the
Squadron or AFLO for payment of flying
fees.
l Squadron arranges payment of GFA
Recipient created invoice to GFA office,
directly or through the AFLO office.
l GFA membership secretary will
reconcile payments of the AEF fee.

Flying training
Any AAFC cadet who undergoes flying
training in a glider must be a 12 month
Junior member of the GFA. This is
provided at the discount rate of $110
which includes membership of the GFA,
insurances, Gliding Australia magazine
and Regional Association membership.
l Squadron issues GFA junior
membership form to the Cadet for
parent signature.
l Squadron submits form and
payment to the GFA OFFICE.
l GFA membership secretary issues
GFA membership card member
information to cadet.

The cadet is now able to undergo
flying training with the AAFC arranged
provider, or any other GFA affiliated
gliding club.
GA
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a life with wings
John Clayton

Sadly, we have lost our most senior
instructor. JC suffered a sudden heart
attack last night from which he could
not recover.
It was just after dinner on the evening
of 2 November 2012 that the words
above, via an email from Garrett
Russell, delivered to Caboolture Gliding
Club members the sad news of the
sudden passing John Clayton.
After a couple of long absences due to
illness leading up to November 2010
and February 2011, he had returned to
active duty at the YCAB pie-cart until 29
September 2012 when CGC President
Lindsay Mitchell had the privilege of
co-piloting what turned out to be JC’s
last flight.
Lindsay and John decided to fly
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together on that day after discussing the
fact that they had both been to the
airfield for various reasons over the
previous few weeks but had not flown. In
Lindsay’s words, “He said then he
wouldn't be flying for a few weeks as he
was having cataract surgery on his eye
so would be out of action. My last email
from him was last Saturday, before his
passing, when he said the big C had
flared again but to keep it quiet and he
would be back.”
At the time of John’s passing, our CFI
(John Ashford) commented, "… a sad
loss of one of the club’s stalwarts. I'll
miss his sage advice.” I must admit that
I had to check the meaning of ‘sage
advice’ … advice given with wisdom to
back it, usually from an older person ...

VAlE JOHN CLAYTON
25-Oct 1930 - 2 Nov 20 12
and when I did, I commended him for his
excellent choice of words.
JC, as he was affectionately and
respectfully known, was born John
Kenneth Clayton in Mildura at 0700 hrs
on 25 October 1930.
He remembered vividly at the age of
five going to an air pageant at the old
Mildura Aerodrome and seeing Sir
Charles Kingsford-Smith and several
other pilots conducting joy flights in the
Southern Cross, the Southern Cross
Junior and one other airplane. He didn't
remember its name but it was single
engine. He did however remember
standing close to Kingsford-Smith and
also that his uncle went for a flight in
the Southern Cross that day. It was then
that John became fascinated with flying.
He also recalled someone buying him an
ice cream from the large marquee
erected for the occasion.
The following day the three aircraft
flew over his house in formation heading
in the direction of what he thought
would be Adelaide. While still living in
Mildura, he also watched with great
excitement for the Ansett Lockheed
Electra (Lockheed 10) that flew from
Sydney to Adelaide via Mildura.
In 1937 John's family moved to
Essendon where he saw what was
possibly one of the first flights of the
Australian National Airways Douglas DC3
in Australia (VH-UZK 'Kurana'), and in
1945 he witnessed the arrival of the first
DC4 Skymaster (VH-ANA 'Amana').
Nearly every Sunday he rode his bike
to Bulla Road at Essendon Aerodrome
and watched every aircraft take off and
land on the then all-over grassed field.
In August 1946, about the same time
as TAA flew their first service, John had
his first flying lesson in a DH 82A Tiger
Moth at Essendon. His Dad was unaware
of John's flying lessons. He had
witnessed a fatal crash in India and was
not told of John's flying until after John
had received his CPL. His mum had
financed most of his flying at £3 an hour.
The Dept of Civil Aviation records
showed John's age as 17 when he
started flying! John believed it still
stands that he was two years older than
he really was.
The aircraft he flew in the late 1940s
were DH 82A, DH60G, Miles Whitney
Straight, Ryan STM, Avro Cadet, Wackett
Trainer, Stinson Voyager, Portafield, DHC
Chipmunk and various Auster models.

In 1949 he was in the first civil batch
of pilots to be accepted into Australian
National Airways, ANA. Prior to this, wartime pilots only were accepted. ANA, at
its peak, operated 36 DC3s, 10 DC4s,
two DC6s, six DC6Bs and three Bristol
Freighters.
John's flying years with ANA included
endorsements on DC3, DC4 and Bristol
Freighters. This time was however cut
short with a medical problem he had at
the time. He was then offered a position
in ANA operations and held that for
many years. ANA was taken over by
Ansett and the airline industry took off.
John was then transferred to Port
Moresby and served in many places
including Lae and Mount Hagen. He
returned to Port Moresby as Airport
Manager and then, after nine years in
Papua New Guinea, he was offered the
position of Ansett Manager at Mount Isa.
The next step in John's airline career was
in Brisbane as QLD Sales & Marketing
Manager.
His glider flying started in Mount Isa in
1971 and the following year he went to
Kingaroy to attend an instructor course
where he met Gus Mauch. While in the
Isa, John became Club President and,
because of the isolation and remoteness
of the area, he did most of his early
cross country training and flying with
Maurie Bradney at Waikerie.
In 1975 he came to Brisbane and,
having met Gus previously, joined the
Southern Downs Aero and Soaring Club
(SDASC) at Warwick. He was later
involved in establishing gliding at Moura
and Caboolture and to a lesser extent at
Casino.
He became CFI at Warwick and served
in that position for some 6 to 7 years
and also became Assistant RTO Ops
(Level 3) in 1985. Later, in 1991, he was
appointed to the rank of RTO Ops
Queensland. He has served five years as
a councillor at the GFA, AGM/ACM and
other advisory positions within the
Queensland Soaring Association, now
Gliding Queensland. He was a Life
Member of both the Warwick and
Caboolture Gliding Clubs. JC had also
been a relief instructor at Mangalore
Gliding Club for some years during the
months of January and February.
His mother first flew with him in a
glider at the age of 76 and last flew with
him at the age of 92. She lived through
to 97 years of age.
As far as powered flying is concerned,
John's records show that he has been in
command of, or flown at the controls of,
or flown as passenger in all the Douglas

Passenger aircraft except the
DC1 - the DC2, DC3, DC4, DC5,
DC6, DC6B, DC7, DC8, DC9 and
DC10.
He had witnessed many
achievements and tragedies over
the years, however he still
enjoyed his glider and power
flying immensely and always
said, "I will continue to fly as long
as my arms were strong and
flappable.” More important to
John however was the life-time of
friends that he has met and who
had supported him over the
decades and commented that
this "has been indeed
extraordinary to, say the least".
In 2004 he was honoured by
his gliding fraternity peers as the
recipient of the GFA's Hoinville
Award for outstanding services in
the field of Operations.
John was a founding member
of the Caboolture Gliding Club and of its
records, JC could review where a student
predecessor the Brisbane Valley Gliding
pilot was up to in his training and what
Club, and has been a great mentor to
challenges he and that trainee had been
generations of student pilots, pilots and
addressing together.
instructors at Caboolture Airfield. He was
In his own words, John was "a very
the GFA's RTO-Operations for the
proud father of a very beautiful and
Queensland Region for 14 years and had
loving daughter and the grand-father of
been an active Level 3 Instructor for
a very, very delightful granddaughter".
over 30 years.
He has been and will continue to be
In September 2011 he clocked up
sadly missed!
3,000 hours of gliding ... all recorded in
Kevin Rodda
that beautifully
handwritten glider
John after an early solo 1947
pilot log book of his
complete with
many photos of
gliders, students
and other glider
pilots. His log book
was truly beautiful
thing to see. When
instructing, JC
always carried a
little black book
with him and made
notes after every
flight. He had a
cross-referenced
system of records
in place where he
could access details
on anyone that he
instructed or flew
with. This was an
incredible and often
used resource for
other instructors on
the instructor panel
as, by quick
A significant amount of the information in this article is based on original information that at
reference to his
one time appeared on the GFA website and had been authenticated and "blessed" by JC.
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weak links
Tow Releases and Weak Links – Selection, Application,
and Safety Testing of Glider Weak Links
Two Iris occurrence reports submitted recently to the GFA have
contained details of uncommanded releases during aerotow. On
further investigation it seems that some rings being used in our
operations may not be the appropriate ring for that release. In both
cases, the uncommanded release was from the tug end.
The GFA requires that the rings at the
tug and sailplane are the rings approved
by the manufacturer of the release.
Modern sailplanes use TOST releases
and rings. Older gliders may use older
style TOST releases and/or Ottfur
releases and rings. Note that some
older gliders may have a TOST aerotow
release, but have an Ottfur belly release.
One Ka6 I recently carried out a Form 2
inspection on had this release
combination.
There are a few tugs in Australia
which use Cessna, Davies or Schweitzer
releases. McFarlane also have a tow
hook available for purchase. These
hooks must only use the rings which are
approved by the manufacturer. These
rings are available for purchase and can
be found on the manufacturers’ website.
It may be argued that these releases are
better suited to banner towing.
In recent months, two uncommanded
releases occurred on the same day. The
operation using a Cessna 180 fitted with
a Cessna release (a latch type release)
used a ‘standard tow’ rope fitted with
TOST rings. The heavier sailplanes being
towed on that day, a Duo Discus and
Janus, found themselves inadvertently
released. The owner of the aircraft
generally uses a tow rope fitted with the
appropriate rings.

present are slightly larger in cross
sectional diameter than those previously
sold. These recent two occurrences
when using TOST rings in a Latch Type
Release suggest that this practice should
be discouraged. The Aero Tow Manual at
this time is under re write and the
relevant section on Latch Type Releases
and the use of TOST and Ottfur rings in
such will be re-worded or removed.
At Benalla recently, an uncommanded
release at only a couple of hundred feet
was handled very well by the command
pilot, the ballasted sailplane he was
flying did very well to rescue the
situation, landing in a paddock safely,
the airframe suffering only scratches
and minor damage. Investigation
revealed the Davies tug release was
serviceable and in fact passed the test
to much higher standards than those
required. New TOST rings were being
used on the day of the occurrence.
Testing after the event suggested that if
the larger diameter TOST rings are used,
and care is not taken when hooking on
the rope, a situation when the release is
taking a side load could allow the rings
to slip out of the release. Further
investigation by the club’s engineer
showed that the older TOST rings or
Ottfur rings suit the Davies release far
better.

On the left, an old Ottfur ring now used on a
tractor tow rope, centre is an older style TOST
ring, on the right is the later TOST ring version
(black anodised).

The tug end on this rope uses the older style
rings, new at the glider end. The rope in this
example is looking a little worse for wear.

The latest batch of TOST rings
purchased by the GFA and being sold at

The Tow Pilot is the pilot responsible
for the towing and is in command of the
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Development
If you have any questions or feedback please
contact me cto@glidingaustralia.org
Dennis Stacey
GFA Chief Technical Officer

tug/sailplane combination. The tow pilot
is responsible for ensuring his aircraft
and equipment used in the towing
operation is safe and serviceable. The
pilot must ensure that the rings are the
correct rings and the weak link is of the
rating which protects the tug and
sailplane. The weak link must be rated
and meet the requirements as described
in the Aircrafts Flight Manual (AFM) and
Approved Towing Supplement. The weak
link protection also must meet the
requirements of the sailplane as per the
cockpit placards.
Further, the tug pilot must consider
the type of sailplane, the conditions on
tow and the load/weight of the sailplane.
An ASH25 full of water is a heavy beast.
Does the tug and sailplane combination
expect to tow through rotor or extreme
turbulence? Is the rope and gear up to
the job? Is the weak link rating
acceptable? Does the old vintage glider
require a lower weak link rating than the
one fitted?
The rope assembly is daily inspected
for condition before the day’s operation.
It must also be inspected after any
unusually high forces have been applied
which could jeopardise its integrity. After
a large or heavy pull, the rings caught
on the fence etc, the weak links should
be inspected or possibly replaced? How
many tugs and jolts has this weak
link taken in service? TOST
recommends the weak link be
replaced every 200 launches. How
many launches has your weak link
carried out? Does your club keep a
record or log on each rope? If using
a smaller diameter rope with a
known breaking strain for your
weak link, as we did years ago
before TOST, how much wear or
sun exposure/degradation has the
weak link rope been subjected too?
Will it meet its original breaking
strength? It’s all about quality
control. How much of the above is
listed in your clubs SMS?
Please also be aware that there are
two types of TOST weak links, the
standard and the reserve. The standard
and reserve links are used both in

parallel. The reserve has oval holes and
does not take any load until the main
link breaks. If you use two standard links
or two reserve links in parallel you will
double the rating.
The reserve link must be replaced
when and if the main link breaks and
TOST recommends that the weak links
be replaced every 200 launches. Please
note that the rating of the TOST link will
reduce if bent. An outer protective
guard is recommended for this reason.
TOST Releases, Old
and New types

TOST tow releases have gone through
several changes and modifications over
the years.
Notable differences are:

I have put together the following
article for issue as an OAN
(Operational Advice Notice). I have
decided to also have the document
published in GA for better
circulation to members. Please
take time to reflect and reconsider
your risk assessment and
management, some additional
points may need to be added to
your clubs Safety
Management System (SMS).
Weak link – Overview

Case type construction from older welded
cases to latest cases machined from solid
stock. Opening sizes are larger on later
designs. Using old tow rings (oval-oval) in
newer release and using new (oval-round)
rings in old mechanisms can both jam the
release or cause premature release.

New type on left ...... Old type on right
also note case construction

Also note modified mechanism on left has
tension adjustment added, newest types also
have this recessed into the case and covered by
a small button or cap. tension adjustment screw.

Weak links are required to
protect the sailplane against
overloading in winch and
autotow launch operations. The
strength of the spar of an
aircraft is calculated on the
basis of a given maximum load.
The type and rating of the weak
link used in the above launch method
must meet the requirements of the
sailplane as described in the Type
Certificate Data Sheet (TCDS).
Weak links are fitted to aerotow ropes
for the protection of both the
sailplane and the tug. However,
there is a problem relating to the
permitted weak link strength for
tugs in Australia. Apart from the
Piper Pawnee 235, which
specifies a maximum weak link
strength of 750 kg, all other tow
planes limit the weak link
maximum strength to 450 kg. For tow
planes, the weak link requirement will be
found in the Aircraft Flight Manual (AFM)
towing supplement. For sailplanes, this
information is found in the TCDS, the
sailplane AFM, and the sailplane
placards in the cockpit.
This means that sailplane TCDS which
specify weak link strengths greater than
450 kg must be satisfied with a weaker
link than they really need in order that
the tug may retain its protection. If a
stronger weak link than 450 kg is fitted
in order to satisfy the sailplane, the tug’s
protection is lost.
If only one weak link is fitted to an
aerotow rope, it is fitted at the tug end.
This retains the protection in the event
of the tug inadvertently snagging the

rope on an obstacle on the final
approach. Better to break a weak link
than pull the tug out of control. Note:
a tug fitted with a TOST tow rope
retraction system will have the weak
link fitted at the sailplane end.
Sailplanes requiring a weak link less
than 450 kg must replace the 450 kg
weak link fitted at the tug end with
the required rated weak link. An
alternative approved method is leaving
the 450 kg link at the tug end and
adding the appropriate weak link at the
sailplane. It is however recommended
that the GFA preferred method is using
the one appropriately rated weak link at
the tug end.
It is essential the tow pilot inspects
the weak link and tow rope for
serviceability before the day’s operation
and also after being subjected to a high
jolt or load. It is also required that when
that weak link fails, the reserve link
must be replaced due to the load
sustained on that reserve link.
TOST Weak Link System

The TOST weak link system is an
engineered and approved system which
prevents aircraft overloading in winch,
autotow and aerotow operations. By
using this system, the operator is
assured of maintaining manufactures
airworthiness requirements assuring
protection to both tow plane and
sailplane.
TOST weak links are colour coded and
are available for loads from 80 to 1000
daN with a tolerance of 10%. For
conversion from daN to kg, 80 daN
equals approximately 80Kg.
The operator has a choice of using a
single insert weak link or a combination
of a single insert plus a reserve. These
two combinations may be used with or
without a protective sleeve. Each of the
above combination is different in width.
TOST provides a choice of 3mm, 6mm
and 8 mm wide shackles to allow for the
optional combinations. The single and
reserve combination with protective
sleeve requires an 8 mm wide shackle.
Both weak links have attachment
holes at each end. The reserve has oval
attachment holes and carries no load in
normal operations. If the load exceeds
the rating, the weak link will fail and the
reserve link will take up the load. If the
load is more than a momentary jolt both
weak links will fail.
The GFA recommends clubs and
operators use the TOST single plus
reserve insert in parallel protected by
the steel sleeve.

☛

continued over page
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weak links
TOST steel sleeves have an
inspection hole which lets you
check quickly whether you are
using the correct weak link colourcode and whether, in the case of
the reserve-insert weak link, both
inserts are still intact. TOST also
offer connectors of different types
for winch and autotow applications.
Rope Weak links

The above photo illustrates a 400 kg (yellow)
weak link assembly, safety lockwired D rings
are being used in lieu of the correct TOST
shackles. Note this comprises of a single and
reserve unit with TOST protective sleeve.
TOST Operating Notes

Replace the weak link insert as soon
as damage is visible (eg necking). A
weak link should always be replaced
after 200 starts – an insert is a lot
cheaper than an interrupted launch.
• Replace the weak link insert also
after obvious overloading, such as after
a cowboy start.
• Use the protective steel sleeve.
• Use only the correct shackles with
special screws of defined shaft length to
prevent twisting of the weak link and the
steel sleeve leading to an increase in the
breaking load.
• Never use two equal inserts. Fow
example, both weak links with round
holes would double the breaking load.
Protective sleeves protect the weak
link against
• Deformation and thus uncontrolled
change of breaking load.
• Other damage.
• Premature wear and tear.
• Protective sleeves are available in
single or reserve sizes.

There are some clubs in
Australia who still opt for the old
traditional practice of using a small
piece of 6 - 8mm rope inserted
between the main rope and the rings at
the tug end. The nominal strength of a
piece of 8mm with a bowline in it is
about 580kg, but quality control on poly
ropes is imprecise and there could be
wide variations. Because most of the
bulk sales of this rope are to either the
fishing or telecommunications industry
(guy ropes), it is commonly overstrength, as these industries have little
interest in weak ropes. Don’t use one of
these weak-links unless you have them
pull-tested. TAFE colleges are useful
places for getting this sort of work done.
Shear Pin Weak links

This system is used in the winching
and autotow operation and consists
basically of two concentric pieces of
cylindrical steel, a solid inner sliding in
and out of a hollow outer. A hole is
drilled through the entire assembly at
right angles to the direction of sliding. A
pin is then inserted into the hole. The
pin shears when the specified breaking
shear strain is reached. Different
materials can be used as shear pins.
Black gas 1/8 inch diameter welding
rods shear at or around 500kg. High
tensile gas welding rod shears at around
700 kg. The breaking load is dependant
at the rate of load application. All
materials used
For club wishing to use Tost weak links, the available loads,
must be tested.
colour codes and Tost part-numbers are as follows.
Testing

ForRope
clubs Weak
wishinglinks
to use Tost weak links, the
available loads, colour codes and Tost partnumbers are as above.
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If a club
operation uses rope
as a weak link, the
club must ensure
that the rope used
for the weak link
meets and
maintains the
required strength
and standard. It
must be
remembered in the aerotow operation
that all aircraft except the Pawnee 235

There are some clubs in Australia who still opt for the old
traditional practice of using a small piece of 6 - 8mm rope
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inserted between the main rope and the rings at the tug end.
The nominal strength of a piece of 8mm with a bowline in it
is about 580kg, but quality control on poly ropes is imprecise

must be protected by a rope with a
breaking strain of 450kg or less. A
sample must be tested in accordance
with a documented procedure and also
by a qualified person under controlled
conditions. This documented procedure
should be found in the clubs SMS/
Operations Manual.
The weak link rope life limit must be
controlled due to wear, grease, dirt, oil
ingress and solar degradation. The club
must therefore have a procedure for the
storage and maintenance of the rope
used for weak links. It is essential there
be a retesting period ensuring bulk/
storage rope integrity. There must be a
tracking system ensuring that the weak
link on each tow rope in service is
replaced at regular intervals. It is
recommended that each weak link rope
used regularly be removed from service
and replaced after twelve weeks unless
experience has dictated the rope will
maintain its break rating for a longer
period.
If the club uses Shear Pin weak links
for winch or autotow operations the
same quality control documentation and
assurance is required as the in the
aerotow rope requirement. A
documented process identifying material
description, batch testing and results,
identification, labelling, colour coding (if
necessary), and possibly manufacture
date. It should also be documented the
way in which the shear pins and weak
link mechanism must be stored. The
clubs SMS/Operations Manual should
contain instructions of the Shear Pins life
in cycles and time, details including
inspection and servicing of the
concentric barrel, burr removal,
tolerances, and lubrication.
In summary, all weak link systems
should be under a system of operations
safety management and quality control.
Dennis Stacey
GFA Chief Technical Officer

GA

GRAMPIANS EASTER CAMP AT JALLUKAR 2013.
The Grampians Soaring Club’s
Easter Camp was held at Jallukar
from Friday, 29 March to Monday, 1
April 2013 and was enjoyed by both
visitors and members. Jallukar
airfield lies 10km west of Moyston
on the road to Halls Gap at the foot
of Mt William. Early preparation and
organisation days held before the
event by Trevor Hancock, Brian
Wood and Gary Stevenson ensured
vital equipment was readied and
transported by trailer and caravan
to the Jallukar airstrip, the property
of Mr Robert Milne.
On Thursday, 28 March both of our
two seater gliders, the Janus V V and
Puchacz XQB were cleaned and given a
daily inspection so they could be aerotowed to Jallukar that afternoon. The
Libelle was derigged and placed in its
trailer so that those members who
wished to fly a single seater at Jallukar
could do so.
The Janus with Trevor Hancock and
Jerry Elliott aboard was the first glider to
be aero towed to Jallukar by Brian Wood
flying our Callair.
Upon the tow plane’s return Kevin
Dullaghan and I had to seek shelter in
the Puchacz as heavy rain beat a tattoo
on the canopy. Some 20 minutes later
the sun showed his face and the wind
abated as Gary Stevenson lifted Puchacz’
left wing tip ready for take off.
Approaching Moyston town turbulent
conditions were felt for some moments,
then the tow was smooth once more.
Approaching 6,000ft, Kevin sighted the
Janus parked at the southern end of
Jallukar airfield. Kevin then released from
tow and cruised about enjoying the
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scenery before descending to 1,700ft
AMSL to join a right hand circuit and land
on runway 29.
Jerry and Trevor helped Kevin and me
to tie down the Pooch as the tow plane
was secured close to Bob Milne’s shed.
Joining the ground crew we five then
returned to Ararat airfield.
On Friday, 14 club members arrived at
Jallukar A/F before 10am. Mitch Watson
was the tow pilot for today. Both the
Janus and Puchacz were kept busy with
Brendon Lovell flying his brother Chris in
the Janus as Chris took many aerial
photos. The Libelle was taken out of the
trailer and carefully assembled and
checked before being flown. Kevin
Dullaghan flew the Libelle enjoying a 46
minute flight across flat lands and
mountain scenery. Before day’s end Karl
Nowakowski enjoyed a 44 minute
instructional flight in the Puchacz.
Saturday, 30 March was a
disappointing day as a north west wind
allowed only one flight in the Puchacz as
low cloud cloaked the length of Mt
William Range, obscuring Redman’s Bluff.
Sunday, 31 March heralded improved
weather with a light wind from the south
west. The whole of the Range was clear
of cloud. Brian Trotter piloted the tow
plane all day and John Rule our CFI kept
Darren Ford, Instructor In Training, very
busy first flying the Puchacz and then
flying the Janus. Rod Clipstone and Trevor
Hancock had two flights in the Janus
which totalled over two hours. Tom
Harding enjoyed the highest and longest
flight in the Libelle reaching 6,000ft
remaining air born for 4 hours, 47
minutes. Our hard working tow pilot
Brian Trotter had a mutual flight with Ted
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Ken Flower (L) of NAMOI AVIATION Narrabri NSW accepts his new
FAETA 321 for Pilot Training & Glider Towing - 1st Faeta in Australia
PO Box 30 DENMAN NSW 2328
Dexter Burkill — 0428 686 396 (Denman)
Sean Griffin — 0499 030 659 (The Oaks)

Gaida in the Puchacz of 57 minutes.
Monday, 1 April looked promising with
a steady west south west wind. Richard
and I were the first to arrive at the
airfield and immediately prepared the
Libelle and Janus for flight. John Rule and
Chris were the next to arrive. Chris had
done a lot of log keeping over three days
and looked forward to a flight in the
Janus. After John had flown Chris in the
Janus he said the air was very rough in
front of the mountain range. I secured
the straps in the rear seat of the Janus
and then hopped into the front seat
carefully going through my Pre Take- off
Checks.
Upon release in front of Mt William the
air was so turbulent I raced back to the
two dams and climbed from 2,000ft in 14
second turns to 4,200ft. After 55 minutes
it was time to return and let somebody
else fly the Janus. Upon landing my
brother Richard hopped into the front
seat of the Janus and I into the rear seat.
On releasing from tow at 3,500ft
Richard flew towards Mt William and
experienced severe turbulence which
made him turn around and fly towards
the two dams.
Now at 2,000ft the Janus ran into
some powerful lift which took us to over
3,000ft. Heading once more for a large
blue hole the musical note of the
slipstream changed as the variometer
showed lift of 600ft per minute and the
Janus became rock steady. “I think we’re
in wave!” said Richard. “Then maintain
your heading and speed,” I replied. It
was now 2.30pm, time to pack up the
equipment and return all three aircraft to
Ararat Airfield.

email: atecplanes@bigpond.com
www.atecplanes.com.au

 Fitted with TOST E85 tow
 Certified towing up to 750kg
 100HP ROTAX Engine
 Economical MOGAS 95
 16 -18 L per hour
 Wing Tanks 70L or opt. 100L
 Additional Oil Cooler
 ICOM A210 Radio
 Great Visibility
 Cruise 120 knots
 Stall Full Flap 28kts @ 472.5kg MTOW
or 35kts @ 550kg MTOW
 Empty Weight 290 - 310kg
Depending on configuration
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Rotax 912 F2, 912 F3 and 912 F4
engines, s/n 4,413.013 through
4,413.017 inclusive. Rotax 912 S2, 912
S3 and 912 S4 engines, s/n 4,924.468
through 4,924.491 inclusive. Rotax 914
F2, 914 F3 and 914 F4 engines, s/n
4,421.156 through 4,421.169 inclusive.
During a production test run, a noncompliance of the installed cylinder head
assembly of cylinder no. 2 and 3 (2/3) was
detected, which may result in a latent
defect on a limited number of engines.
This condition, could lead to an oil
leak in the intake channel in the area of
the valve guide. The affected nonconforming cylinder heads may have
small machined through holes, which
can increase the oil consumption and
can lead to oil starvation, possibly
resulting in engine stoppage or in-flight
engine shutdown become routine
production.
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weak
link
attachment
instructions
of Section
3 of BRP-

Powertrain Alert Service Bulletin (ASB)
ASB-912-062 or ASB-914-044 (published
as a single document), as applicable to
engine type.

which led to the issuance of LBA LTM
4/62. However, LTM 4/62 did not apply
to ASK 13 and ASK 18 sailplanes coming
later into production.
New requirements of this AD:
(3) During the next annual inspection
after the effective date of this AD, add
the Alexander Schleicher Technical Note
(Ka 6 TN-Nr. 26; K 7 TN-Nr. 24; K 8
TN-Nr. 30; ASK 13 TN-Nr. 19; ASK 18
TN-Nr. 9) to the Operational Manual
of the relevant sailplane. (4) Within 90
days after the effective date of this AD,
verify embodiment of additional pushrod
support modification (mod) on a
sailplane in accordance with Alexander
Schleicher GmbH & Co mod TN-Nr. 7 or
mod TN-Nr. 8 for K 7 sailplanes or
Alexander Schleicher GmbH & Co mod
TN-Nr. 6 or mod TN-Nr. 7 for K 8
sailplanes, as applicable. .

Accuracy can be improved by using a stirrup consisting of a loop over the lever and
somewhere to put your foot where the lever cannot fall onto it.
airworthiness@brp.com
ADs@easa.europa.eu
AIRWORTHINESS DIRECTIVE
Flight Controls – Automatic Elevator
Control Connection in the
Fuselage – Inspection / Replacement
/ Revision
Alexander Schleicher Ka 6, Ka
6/0, Ka 6B, Ka 6BR, Ka 6C, Ka 6CR,
K 7, K 8, K 8B, K 8C, ASK 13, ASK
18 and ASK 18B sailplanes, all serial
numbers.
A recent report has been received
concerning a problem with the elevator
control during take-off of an ASK 13
sailplane. The results of the technical
investigation revealed a misalignment in

ADs@easa.europa.eu
info@alexander-schleicher.de

wingrigger.com

wing rigger
.
.
three. The latest model 8 design sliding
axle feature accommodates fore and aft
wing alignment during assembly. This
translation axis has received the most
refinement in model 8. The sliding axle
is now beefed up to 20mm diameter and
is supplied standard in hard chrome
plated alloy steel.
Wing Rigger is now shipping with
higher force gas springs. A selection of
spring forces are offered that can
entirely cancel the weight of the glider’s
wing if desired. The Wing Rigger gas
spring is protected inside the vertical
main column. It’s noteworthy that, over
the years, there has never been a single
report of gas spring pressure loss.
Wing Rigger units are shipped around
the world for virtually every modern
glider type. The selling price has been
reduced on the large models for twoplace ships as those units too have

☛

continued over page
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Goondiwindi

Easter at
Goondiwindi
LEFT TOP: David
Kinlan & Denis
Nolan shared the
flying in WUN, Club
Class.

LEFT LOWER:
Morning briefing

PAiRING ENCOURAGED

TOP: The grid fills
up on Day 5.
by: Les Milne
Photographs by: Anita Taylor,
Leigh nisbet, nerida woolley

For the first time in gliding history in Australia, an Easter gliding competition was held

at Goondiwindi from Good Friday, 29 March to Saturday, 6 April. The Warwick Gliding
Club hosted the competition on behalf of Gliding Queensland and we had over 50
gliders entered and five tugs. This was BIG!

BOTTOM:
Team Warwick
prepare to launch
at Goondiwindi's
first Easter comp.

We had the great support of Goondiwindi Regional Council
and the local Macintyre Aero Club which ensured that this
event would be one to remember. Goondiwindi Regional
Council Mayor, Graham Scheu opened the event at the
Saturday morning briefing with a few choice words
including the gem that “Goondiwindi is strategically

placed just that little bit too far from major population
centres to attract most major events, so we are very
pleased you decided to hold this competition here.”

PLANNED EARLY
Planning had begun as early as July 2012 and by luck
and good timing had become part of the regional council’s
first Easter on the McIntyre Festival. The town of
Goondiwindi lies on the Queensland side of the McIntyre
River that forms the border between Queensland and
NSW. The aerodrome has a sealed main runway 04/22
and a grass cross-strip 12/30. The strip and surrounding
grounds were impeccably presented and maintained as
well as any gliding strip in the country. The township
embraced the new gliding fraternity with open arms and
are still wanting to know when we are coming back.
A joint effort between Warwick Gliding Club and the
Macintyre Aero Club kept the hordes fed and watered
morning, noon and night which also fostered the friendly
aspect that Easter comps are known for. How many other
comps have you been to where scones, jam and cream
are put out for everyone to help themselves to at briefing
each morning?

The competition had three classes – Club, Sports and,
for the first time in recent memory, we had nine aircraft
making up the Two-Seater Class. This proved a challenge
to the task-setters, as the aircraft ranged from a Puchatek,
through various Duos to an ArcusM! As it was an Easter
competition, the emphasis was on safety and fun for first
timers and experienced pilots. The rules were changed to
encourage pilot pairing and those competitors that only
had a limited time to attend by having the winner of each
class selected on their best three scores over the duration
of the competition. Many pilots were able to take
advantage of this, either staying just for the Easter
weekend, or arriving afterward. GFA President Anita Taylor
spent a few days at Goondiwindi too – a pity she was not
able to fly.
Safety Officer Erich Wittstock, while undertaking the
difficult role with this many competitors and also coaching
from the back seat of Warwick’s PW-6, was able to provide
guidance while introducing humour and relevance to the
briefings each day. It was a grand effort by all helpers and
a great learning exercise for all involved. We particularly
appreciated the patience, assistance and understanding
extended by competitors when a few minor things didn’t
go as planned.

BOTTOM:
Brian Gilby and
Stewart Campbell
from Boonah.

good outlanding country
The area around Goondiwindi has many outlanding
options including myriad ag strips and minimal airspace
restrictions up to 10,000ft AMSL. With the competition
director Phil Southgate in regular contact with the RAAF,
even the 10,000ft limit was lifted during the public
holidays. The site and surrounding area has the potential
to hold a national competition and we would be welcomed
back by all.
So….the gliding comditions. This was one of the last
competitions in the season and we were still getting, on
some days, 8,000ft. Over the entire duration of the
competition we had very few outlandings despite having
recent heavy rains and floods only three weeks prior. The
days were good enough that on each flyable day we also

☛
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BELOW:
John Ennis and
Geoffrey Price
from DDSC.

continued over page
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Goondiwindi
crewing at goondi

Goondiwindi Easter Competition

by: NErida Woolley

ABOVE: Stuart
Lutton was the
Chief Task Setter
for the
competition.

BELOW LEFT:
Mother and
daughter Sarah
and Jenny
Thompson flew
together as Team
Thompson.

BELOW RIGHT:
Team Kingaroy
make shade while
the sun shines.

had very few relights which was quite surprising with this
number of gliders, also remembering that some were
attending their very first competition. On the best day our
chief task-setter, Stuart Lutton expressed concern that he
had not put enough distance in for the “big wings” – it
proved to be just enough!
The final dinner held at O’Shea’s Royal Hotel had 100
guests including Mayor Graham Scheu, members of the
Macintyre Aero Club, Gliding Queensland President Dave
Donald, Warwick Gliding Club members and of course
competitors and crew.
The winner of Club Class was Adam Woolley in his
Cirrus W3, with Richard Hoskings second and Jo Davis
third. Sports Class was won by Bruce Taylor in his JS1 2T,
with Lisa Trotter in second place and Tom Claffey third.
Team Kingaroy, Nev Donald and coach Greg Schmidt, in
the Duo Discus KDX were winners of the Two-Seater Class,
second place was Team Medlicott and third place went to
Team JSR. This year’s Rising Star was awarded to Leon
Moran who flew his Nimbus FQL.
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"Gundy, Gundy, Gundy , Oi, Oi, Oi!"
This was the chant that went out from
Adam Woolley as he gave his speech
after receiving his Club Class Trophy.
Adam had done his personal best and
won his class! This was only one part of
an amazing week for me though. After
arriving in Goondiwindi from Kingaroy
and setting up the van, it was time to
farewell my husband Chris Woolley, the
next morning for the return road trip
home to pick up the Ventus. Chris was
competing in sports class amongst world
class pilots who had also travelled to
take part in Goondiwini's Inaugrual
Easter Competition. He too would make
his mark and come second on a day in
his class and add to the ever building
excitement on the field. Hang on a
minute, I don't like gliding! It's boring!
My days at the comp started early with
a swim in the Artesian pool, a walk around the river,
getting lunch packed and making sure the boys had
their trusty camelbacks - oh and the towelling hat,
which now I see has been replaced with a much more
trendy fashion statement on the field. Hang on, I think
we still have a towelling hat in the cupboard with those
little badges on it.
The truth is I actually didn't want to miss briefing. I
looked forward to the highlight of the morning, the
safety officer's report. Each morning the 55 or so pilots
were reminded of the importance of maintaining safety
in and around the airfield, but for me it was about
seeing Eric, 'Captain Safety' re enforce his message
with an entertaining performance. I got the message
Captain Safety ... land long, order a pair of those
sunglasses that let you see 360 degrees and land long!
Hang on a minute, I don't like gliding, it's boring!
Now that the task has been set and the boys are on
the grid I have a small window of opportunity to check
out Goondiwindi and see what my camera and I can

sports class
1. 3000	Bruce Taylor		

JS1

2. 2916

Lisa Trotter		

LS8

3. 2886

Tom Claffey		

ASG29

4.2794

AAlan Barnes		

LS8

5. 2771

Peter Trotter 		

ASW20

club class
1. 3000

Adam Woolley		Cirrus 75

2. 2798

Richard Hoskings

3. 2769

Jo Davis			asw19

4. 2715

Pearce Mitchell		mosquito

5. 2599	Kim Houghton		

ASW20

discus cs

two seater class
1. 3000

Team KINGAROY 		

2. 2943

Team MEDLICOTT		arcus m	

duo siscus x

3. 2890

Team JSR		

duo discus t	

4.2873

Team THOMPSON		

duo discus xl	

5.2426

Team WARWICK		pw6-u

ABOVE: Adam Woolley Club Class Champion
RIGHT: Two Seater Champions Nev Donald. Greg Schmidt. T
eam Kingaroy.
BELOW: Team Medlicot.
find. First stop...a nice little cafe for a great coffee.
Wow, I love Goondiwindi. The main street is tidy and
green with lots of friendly folk willing to direct me to the
best places to eat and inform me where I can find some
amazing photo opportunities. With the airfield only
minutes away I coukd be back in no time to capture the
swift moving sailplanes making their spectacular
finishes! I could hear a little voice on the way back to
the airfield, "Land long, land long!" It's certainly
spectacular watching them return home.
Meals shared at different places each night was
a great way to experience the hospitality of
Goondiwindi, and many good meals were had. The
best times of all though were spent at the club, the
meals, just perfect. Chat, chat, chatting and
listening to what had taken place in the
air that day and catching up with my ol'
mate with his camera, we would talk
about our day on the grid taking photos.
This was a delight. The girls and I
checked out and compared our shopping
bargains over a wine most afternoons,
and many a great conversation was had.
On the last night The McIntyre Room
was transformed, round thermal like
tables with gaggles of pilots and their
partners filled the room, let the fun
begin. Gundy, Gundy, Gundy, Oi Oi Oi,
see you next year! We have booked our
caravan spot again and this time I hope
gliding is just as boring. GA
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Come and Fly
with US!
Lake Keepit Soaring Club is a great place to fly…
A 7 day a week club operation with a relaxed, fun
atmosphere. LKSC has a modern, well maintained
fleet and launches are by aerotow and winch. The
region’s varied terrain from plains to mountains
with plenty of safe out-landing opportunities and
year-round good conditions make LKSC ideal for
pilots wanting to fly further, faster… sooner.
If you want to learn to fly gliders, get cross-country
training, fly badge flights, work towards a GPC,
or be part of the best gliding club in the country,
come to Lake Keepit.

IC-A15 VHF Airband

$349

5 watts, Li-Ion Battery
Rugged & Reliable
200 Memory chs
2 yr warranty
Easy to Use

inc GST & Delivery

Also available
IC-A6 $569

Tel: (02) 6769 7514
Email: manager@keepitsoaring.com

www.keepitsoaring.com

ph: 02 67 85 65 45

email : Godfrey@flymanilla.com

Come and Fly
with US!
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Lake Keepit Soaring Club is a great place to fly…
A 7 day a week club operation with a relaxed, fun
atmosphere. LKSC has a modern, well maintained
fleet and launches are by aerotow and winch. The
region’s varied terrain from plains to mountains
with plenty of safe out-landing opportunities and
year-round good conditions make LKSC ideal for
pilots wanting to fly further, faster… sooner.
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If you want to learn to fly gliders, get cross-country
training, fly badge flights, work towards a GPC,
or be part of the best gliding club in the country,
come to Lake Keepit.

Tel: (02) 6769 7514
Email: manager@keepitsoaring.com

www.keepitsoaring.com
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diamond height

Third time lucky!

WORDS & PHOTOGRAPHS by: Bernard Eckey

I had to resort to conventional thermalling and ridge
soaring. Still, I flew for more than two hours and had a
closer look at Lake Tekapo. Nothing special, but at least I
had a good chance to reacquaint myself with the area.

LEFT: Peter Goodale
enjoying the view

Mt. HORRIBLE

TOP: Mt. Cook and the
Tasman Glacier in a
single frame

BELOW: Royal blue
skies, azure blue
lakes and a textbook
lenticular cloud

For those of you that have not been there, New Zealand’s south island offers unparalleled
flying. It is the place where soaring dreams become reality and where Diamond Heights are
frequently achieved. But for me Diamond Height is by no means the prime motivation for my
annual pilgrimage to Omarama. What makes me go back time and again is the prospect of
wave flying over one of the most beautiful places on earth and meeting some of the friendliest
and interesting people in our sport. Amongst them are my good friends Theo & Ginni Newfield.
As in previous years they offered me their ASH 25 which allowed me to ask my friend and fellow
club member Peter Goodale to join me on this trip.
Our arrival coincided with the last day of the ‘Southern
Regionals’ which saw our two top Australian competition
pilots Tom Claffey and Graham Parker competing. We had
hardly arrived when Kerrie Claffey quite enthusiastically
reported on the week’s highlights and Tom’s most
enjoyable flights. Then it was off to the weather briefing. It
promised good wave flying conditions for the week ahead
which, of course, was music to our ears. For a short
introduction to the area my friend Theo Newfield took
Peter Goodale for a quick wave flight into the Mount Cook
area. In true gentleman style they came back early
enough to let me have a go as well. While I was strapping
myself in I noticed that Peter was still shaking his head in
disbelief and was having trouble wiping a big smile off his
face. It was certainly not a bad day for a first time visitor
to Omarama and, best of all, there was every chance of
even better things to come. My flight was much shorter.
The lennies were suddenly disappearing which meant that
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Due to the presentation dinner we were a little late
getting up the next morning but when I opened the
curtains there were already clear signs of wave on the
horizon. The oxy bottle of the ASH 25 was checked for
sufficient content and when I asked Peter whether he was
sure to go flying in a T-shirt and shorts his reply was that
he always goes flying like this. It made me decide not to
take the matter any further. Then we were towed to Mt.
Cuthberts – amongst local glider pilots better known as
Mt. Horrible. The reasons become obvious when slope
soaring this rugged mountain after a low aero tow.
Fortunately we soon hooked into a reasonable thermal
and when we got to the top we could not resist pointing
the glider towards New Zealand’s highest mountains.
They are approximately 100km away but they seem to
attract glider pilots like kids to a lolly shop.
While heading north we kept an eye on the signs of
wave activity in the distance but soon needed to top up in
lift over the Ben Ohau ranges. We were quite happy with
our thermal until we spotted another glider climbing like a
homesick angel right over the middle of the nearby lake.
Without any hesitation the flaps were put in ‘overdrive’
and when we arrived we immediately found ourselves
climbing in smooth and strong wave lift. Within minutes
the altimeter was reading 10,000ft and soon the clouds
were left below. All we had to do now was to go on
oxygen, stay clear of the clouds and treat them like a
ridge. It worked very well and the countryside below got
smaller with every minute passing. We were cruising
almost effortlessly with our vario showing 6 kts up and the
audio chirping along just as happily as ever. The landscape
below became even more beautiful the further north we
went and Lake Pukaki put on its remarkable deep blue
colour for us. Everything was working as advertised as
long as the glider’s nose was pointing sufficiently far into
the ever increasing crosswind. At 15,000ft the westerly
wind was already more than 100 kph but it was getting
even stronger with increasing altitude. While climbing
through 18,000ft my friend Peter commented on the
dropping temperature. He was obviously getting cold
wearing only a T-shirt and shorts.

promptly put the nose down and quickly left the wave to
ease the shivering.
From 22,000ft we had a very easy glide back to
Omarama but it was difficult to identify the rotor clouds
and stay upwind of them. Just a few moments of
insufficient drift allowance put us in a rotor which was
enough to ensure that we would never lose concentration
again. Even 27 meters of flexible ASH 25 wings barely
dampened the violent turbulence. Fortunately we soon

BELOW: Co-pilot Peter
Goodale after his first
flight in wave

☛
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Snow covered mountains
By now we were approaching Mt. Cook - New Zealand’s
highest mountain. At 12,316ft it stands out from the
other surrounding peaks and usually pokes its head
through the clouds below. We even got a good look at
the Tasman Glacier but we were far too high for spotting
any icebergs in the glacier lake. As we kept climbing
both of us welcomed clear signs of gradually dissipating
clouds but Peter was getting quite unhappy about the
increasing cold. It got even worse as we climbed through
20,000 ft but the beautiful sights below made Peter put
up with the chill. Snow covered mountains and unusual
river valleys appeared as far as the eye could see and as
we climbed through 21,000ft we could even see New
Zealand’s west coast including the Tasman Sea. By now
Peter was clearly uncomfortable and when the altimeter
indicated 22,000ft I handed the controls over to him. He
GLIDING AUSTRALIA www.glidingaustralia.org 29
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ABOVE: On
descent from
22,000ft.

got back into the wave which allowed us to take our time
for an aerial inspection of the Clay Cliffs along the Ahuriri
River. It is a remarkable formation of exposed ancient
glacier debris. Thousands of years of rainfall have washed
some of it away but have left interesting sculptures which
are definitely worthwhile seeing from the ground and from
the air. Then it was time to go back to the airfield but even
while putting the ASH 25 back in its hangar Peter was still
showing signs of being chilled to the bone.

INTERNATIONAL VISITORS

BELOW Mt. Cook
and the glacier
lake partly
obscured by
lenticular clouds

Replenishing our slowly depleting oxygen reserves was
on top of the agenda the following morning. It proved to
be a good move as the following days were first class
wave flying days as well. We took full advantage of these
excellent opportunities and even tried to explore other
areas of wave lift for future expeditions. Back on the
ground we noticed that more and more familiar faces had
arrived during the day. Some of them come regularly from

as far away as England and Canada as well as others
from just across the Tasman. I was very pleased to catch
up with my friends Graham Brown and George Marbot
from the Bathurst club again.
Towards the end of our trip we reflected on the week
over dinner and both of us concluded that this was our
most remarkable week of flying ever. From now on
everything else would just be the icing on the cake. Little
did we know that things were going to get even better
and that the final day would provide the highlight of our
visit. During the first climb of the day we noticed a
nearby rotating cloud as low as 5,000ft AGL. After a few
more turns we decided to head for it and arrived just
below the bottom wisps. The smooth climb just upwind of
it made it obvious that we had just contacted the southwesterly wave. Several other gliders soon joined us and
together we quickly located the strongest lift. In no time
at all we found ourselves at 11,000ft. Beautiful lenticular
clouds where popping up all over the sky and the ones
downwind of the Ben Ohau ranges were the most
impressive as usual. It then dawned on me that this was
my last chance of getting to Height Diamond for another
year. Therefore I suggested an immediate landing and
when Peter agreed the ASH 25 was made as dirty as
possible. We even side slipped the big bird and after just
10 minutes we were back on the ground. Peter jumped
out and after deleting all previous flights from my data
logger I took off again solo. It was my third official attempt
at Diamond Height in just as many years.
Unfortunately the wave near the airfield had collapsed
by now and it took me over an hour to gain enough
altitude to reach a weak wave system further west. Now
our extensive searches for wave on the previous days
paid dividends. It allowed me to gain enough height to get
across to the Ben Ohau wave which was pumping air
upwards at an incredible rate. After crossing the usual
area of sink I contacted the wave and immediately gained

LEFT: Picture
postcard
lenticular clouds
as far as the eye
can see

BELOW: Nicely
established and
climbing at 7 kts

height at a steady rate of 7 kts. A textbook lenticular
cloud was hovering at around 14,000ft and while climbing
in front of it felt like taking off in a passenger jet that was
just popping out of clouds. Just moments later I could
enjoy a ride along an incredibly smooth carpet of lenticular
clouds below with the altimeter still gaining rapidly. By the
time I reached Mt. Cook the altimeter read close to 20,000
ft which was already more than enough for Diamond
Height. But why stop now? The oxygen system was
working just fine and my Pulse Oxymeter was indicating a
healthy 86% blood oxygen saturation level. With the sun
nicely warming the cockpit and in my thermal underwear
including thick woollen socks I felt quite comfortable. The
decision was to climb to 22,000ft and spend the rest of
the flight taking pictures of the scenery and the truly
impressive sky full of beautiful lenticular clouds.
On the long way down my camera was indeed working
overtime. The sun was in the right spot and both Lake
Ohau and Lake Pukaki were reflecting the mountains and
the clouds in the most impressive way. However, by far
the best picture was provided by the long lenticular cloud
above Lake Pukaki. Soon I had taken about one hundred
pictures and it was time to head home. After two previous
logger failures my mind was turning towards the Diamond
Height claim and I was wondering whether it would be
recognised this time around. Regular readers of this might
remember my reports of two past logger failures (with two
different data loggers) on previous visits to Omarama.

DIAMOND HEIGHT CLAIM LODGED
On the ground the usual paper war started but my
official observer was very helpful and happily signed the
claim form after a careful inspection of the logger trace.
After parting with some money the NZ awards officer was
also happy and he passed the paperwork on to his
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Australian counterpart. The other day I learned that I have
to part with some more money here in Australia if I want
to hold a Diamond Height badge in my hands. I have
decided to jump through this last hoop and pay with a
smile to support the system.
Please let me conclude this report by thanking my
friend Theo Newfield for entrusting me with his beautiful
and well looked after ASH 25. Thanks must also go to my
official observer Phil Paine. The entire staff of Glide
Omarama also deserves a mention for supporting me
over the years and Alan Holgate was kind enough to let us
stay in his newly refurbished chalet overlooking the
airfield. Last but not least I would like to thank Peter
Goodale for being my co-pilot and for accompanying me
on this trip to the country of the long white cloud. I could
not have asked for a more pleasant travel companion.
Thank you all!
GA
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HUNTER VALLEY EASTER
VINTAGE RALLY
Words by Dave Goldsmith

Photos by Paul Jacobsohn, Dave and Jenne Goldsmith

The Hunter Valley Gliding Club members, operating from the club's airfield at
Warkworth, west of Singleton, again proved to be excellent hosts for pleasant
Easter gliding at their annual Vintage and 13.5m rally. During the event the club
officially occupied its brand new clubhouse for the very first time. The large
airfield and excellent infrastructure made for relaxed and hassle free flying.

An the future? Well, next year at Easter the club
celebrates its 50th Anniversary! Hopes are high for a huge
response from past and present members as well as
visitors for the Anniversary and Annual Vintage Rally.
Many vintage gliders are hangared within reasonable
distance of Warkworth, so plan ahead to have a great
time vintage gliding at Hunter Valley GC for Easter 2014.

LEFT TOP: Central Coast Syndicate K7 returns from a soaring
flight.
LEFT BOTTOM: Peter Raphael normally flies his Woodstock at
Bendigo Club
ABOVE RIGHT: Woodstock, Ka6E and K7.
ABOVE LEFT: Hunter Valley Club Member Don Hardiman produced
beautiful cast trophies.
RIGHT: Ian Bogaard is restoring the Jaskolka.

The weather co-operated, providing warm days with
plenty of cu and cloudstreets but sometimes challenging
conditions, allowing interesting flying and some quite long
flights. The Hunter Valley is very beautiful, and nearby
mountain ranges provide interesting soaring and
spectacular scenery, but expanding coal mines with their
huge open cuts provide stark contrast as man makes his
mark. Longer crosscountry routes to the west open up
good opportunities, and outlanding fields are available but
need to be monitored when flying at low to middle
altitudes.
Running from 25th March for eight days until Easter
Monday, with flying on every day, distances of up to 180
km and over four hours were done by vintage gliders.
From Victoria came Peter and Helen Raphael with their
Woodstock VH-HNW and Jenne and Dave Goldsmith with
Ka6E VH-GEA. The syndicate K7 VH-GPG came from
Mangrove Mountain with Rob Moffat and Arie Van
Spronssen. Enthusiasts from as far as Grafton and
Gulgong also called in to visit and fly at the Rally. Many
other club and private gliders also made good flights.
Hunter Valley club members put in a lot of effort to
ensure operations ran smoothly, sumptuous meals were
provided by Ah Li and her friends, and occasional visits to
nearby hotels were made for dinner when Ah Li was not
available.

replica salamandra
raised to over 500. Before the war, Salamandras were
exported to the Baltic republics, Finland and Yugoslavia,
and after the war 50 were exported to China. Ray has
been involved in gliding since the 1940s.

Ray Ash building a replica Salamandra at Gulgong.
The Salamandra first flew in Poland in 1936. About
140 were built before the war, and production
resumed after the war, when the total built was

☛
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garry speight

MY BRILLIANT CROSS-COUNTRY
SOARING CAREER

OLD MATES WEEK

By GARRy SpeIGhT

The annual pilgrimage back to Benalla by old pilots (and
young layabouts!) attracted about 60 for Wednesday
night's dinner this year, and Jim Barton was recognised for
having organised 24 years of Old Mates Weeks. The
week's good weather accompanied by nice cumulus
provided visitors with the opportunity to rejuvenate their
thermalling skills. The event has built up quite a following
as retired and ex members are kept in touch with the
good times gliding has to offer. The emphasis is on social
as well as flying activities and the 'Mystery Bus Tour' this
year achieved the best height of the day in the cumulus
drifting past just below the top of Mount Buller. Many club
pilots take the opportunity for midweek flying and catering
at the same time, allowing them to keep in touch with
past members and club history.
Temperatures in the mid thirties allowed some good
flights in vintage gliders, with distances up to 150kms in

A long time soAring

Begun 48 years ago, my career in cross-country soaring is very long. It has been a success at
State level, but I won a National Championship class only once (1997). My logbooks show how I
learned to be better at it with more practice. While other pilots must have learned faster, or
better, they have not told us about it yet. I hope these graphs and numbers let you see your own
soaring flights from another point of view. I am surprised myself at how things worked out.

the Kookaburra two-seater, and 219kms in the Ka6E. Also
flying were the Australian Gliding Museum's Schleicher K4
2-seater and the syndicate Slingsby Dart 17 flown by John
King.
Thanks are due to Jim Barton and GCV Office Manager
Rhonda for organising the event as well as the club
members and visitors for their support.
ABOVE: The Mystery Bus Tour team

BELOW: John King prepares to fly the Slingsby Dart.

Where do the numbers
come from?
Numbers come from my logbooks: from the summaries
that I make on the first of April each year. I make up totals
to date, and totals for the year since the last summary. As
well as my gliding hours for dual, solo and instructing in
various gliders and launch methods, I summarise my
cross-country gliding: hours flown, distance flown, number
of flights, and number of outlandings. Although my
logbooks have details of each cross-country flight, I have
not used those details here.

ABOVET: VGA President Alan Patching hands over the K4 to
Australian Gliding Museum President Dave Goldsmith.
RIGHT: John King prepares to fly the Slingsby Dart.

hoW to meAsure success
I have plotted my progress in cross-country soaring
using four ways to measure success: speed, distance,
flights per outlanding, and distance per outlanding.
My numbers include all cross-country flights in each
year, not just the best. For example, the average distance
achieved is the total of all distances divided by the
number of flights. My average cross-country speed for a
year is the total distance divided by the total flight time.
The result is much slower than for a race from a start to a
finish. On the other hand, unlike a race scorer, I count
speeds to outlandings.

Axes of the grAphs
GA
GA
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Along the bottom of each graph (the x-axis) I do not
plot time in years, because in some years I got much less

practice than in others. Life events intruded. I needed
something that would show my level of experience. I
chose the number of cross country flights I had made at
the start of each year.
I have used logarithmic scales on the axes of the
graphs. This is because learning is not a matter of adding
equal amounts of knowledge at each lesson. Knowledge
accumulates like compound interest: more and more,
exponentially.

flying fAster
The first graph shows my progress in learning to fly
faster. At first, when I had made 15 cross-country flights, I
could only manage an average speed of 29 km/hr. By the
time I had made 95 flights, my speed had more than
doubled, to 63 km/hr. Increasing the number of flights to
890 did not improve on this speed. In fact, it fell slightly,
to 61 km/hr.
The term 'learning curve' is often used carelessly. I think
the two straight lines on the graph, taken together, are a
BELOW:
Modelscurve:
at Longmy
Mynd
learning
learning continued steadily to a point
where, quite suddenly, little or nothing more was
achieved. Few care to admit that this has happened.
A speed of 63 km/hr seems slow, but I am no slug! From
time to time I have flown fast. As noted on the graph, I
achieved 81 km/hr on a flight as early as 1968, and I won
a speed trophy for 122 km/hr in 1987 and in 1989.
At first, I flew cross-countries in the Canberra Gliding

☛
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Club's ES52B Long-wing (15 m) Kookaburra, with a glide
ratio of 22:1. Club machines I flew later were a Briegleb
BG12, ES59 Arrow, ES60 Boomerang, and Standard
Libelle. Eventually, I flew my own Astir CS and finally
LS4a, with good Standard Class performance (38:1). I
have marked some changes of glider type on the graph. I
can see no effect of glider performance on the speed I
achieved. Even if I had been able to fly an LS4a from the
start, the curve might have looked much the same.

Flying further
A second measure of cross-country success is the diA

nine flights in the next year included seven outlandings:
only 1.2 flights per outlanding! Outlandings may happen
at any time, but learning to avoid them saves a lot of
trouble. After 230 flights, the ratio was up to 8.6 flights
per outlanding. Improvement then slowed, but I reached
13 flights per outlanding after 890 flights. In 1993 I was
lucky to achieve 44 flights for each outlanding.

Trend 2. For speed and
distance, my learning
ceased, but I held close to
the level I had reached.
For outlanding avoidance,
I continued to learn, but
more slowly. Still, my later
rate of learning (26% and
27% for 100%) was
almost as good as my
early rate of learning to
fly faster (35% for 100%).

More distance per outlanding
The average distance I achieved before an outlanding
increased from 87km at first, to 1,790 km when I had
done 200 flights, and to 2,900
km at 890 flights. Again, 1993
was a lucky year, with nearly
8,500 km per outlanding.

Total learning

Progress by
various measures

second measure of cross-country success is the distance
achieved in a flight. Judged by the learning curves on the
second graph, after 15 flights I could manage an average
distance of only 62 km. I reached my learning limit of 230
km distance after 130 flights, and maintained this level to
890 flights.
Again, my best flights were very much longer. At the
beginning (1966), John White and I flew the Kookaburra
from near Canberra to Temora and back for a 340-km
distance, doubling the 2-seater record. Later, I flew a 502km Diamond Distance in 1979 and a 767-km Diploma
Distance in 1987.

More flights per outlanding
When I had completed 15 cross-country flights, the

Such graphs of the crosscountry progress of other pilots
could be rather different.
Some pilots are over-cautious
about outlandings. I would
expect the graph of their flights
per outlanding to have high
values, but the other three
graphs to show slow learning.
Risks must be faced! Over-bold
pilots could rapidly increase
their speed, at the expense of
slow progress on the other three
measures because they so often
outland early in a flight.
For myself, I reached my potential in this order: first
speed, then distance, and last avoiding outlanding.
Textbooks, coaches and pilots give a lot of weight to
ways to increase cross-country speed. Yet, my graphs
show that I learned to fly up to my speed potential quite
early: after only 95 flights. To achieve my potential for
long flight distance took 35% more flights than for speed.
Distance flying needs much more planning, discipline and
practice than speed flying. My speed and distance graphs
suggest that, after early progress, I learnt little more in
the last three decades. The third and fourth graphs are
different. First, my time of rapid learning to avoid
outlanding continued for much longer, right through to
230 flights. Second, I kept on learning after that, up to the
last point of the graphs in 2007. Old
dogs do learn new tricks!

Performance
and Learning
These graphs show clearly the
difference between performance and
learning. There is a good textbook on
the subject: 'Motor Learning and
Performance' by Schmidt and Ginsberg.
My performance is shown by the
wavy line through the data points. It
goes up and down as I had good or bad
luck, problems with gliders and
instruments, not paying attention, etc.
Learning is when the lessons stick and
cannot easily be forgotten. It tends to
lead to a steady, permanent
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improvement in performance. The straight trend lines on
the graphs are 'learning curves' that model the progress
of my learning. The fact that I did not regress more than
slightly in recent years suggests that, within my limits, I
had learned well.

Learning rates
On each graph, I have given the equations of the trend
lines that describe my learning progress. If others do the
same, they can compare notes on how well they are
learning.
The equations may seem daunting because they are
power functions, not arithmetic. One simple way to use
them is to mark where the level of experience (x-axis) is
doubled and find whether the learning (y-axis) is more or
less than doubled. If you prefer percentages, doubling is
the same as increasing by 100%.
From the graphs, I have prepared two tables, both
showing the same data. The second table "My learning
increases %" is easier.
Most of my learning is in Trend 1, early in my career. At that
time, for each 100% increase in my experience, my speed
went up by 35%, my distance by 52%, my flights per
outlanding by 63% and my distance per outlanding by 125%.
Eventually, this rate of learning fell from Trend 1 to

If we start at the
beginning of the first
trend lines and end at the
highest point on either
trend line, we measure
my total learning. Using
the right-side numbers in the first table, I improved my
speed by a factor of about two, my distance by a factor of
four, flights per outlanding by ten, and distance per
outlanding by thirty-four. I am surprised that I have
learned so much about
avoiding outlandings,
which still happen. My
improvement
in
kilometres
per
outlanding is 16 times
greater
than
my
improvement in crosscountry speed!
The chosen starting
point for the graphs in
1966 is not a true
beginning. To clarify, I
should say that my first
cross-country soaring
flight (10 km) was flown
with Rupert Brown on
2/2/64. By then I had
done 111 dual glider
flights, beginning on the first flying day of the new
Canberra Gliding Club: 26/12/62. I had come to gliding
after 370 hours of RNZAF training in Tiger Moths and
Harvards from 1951 to 1956. Perhaps that helped me to
learn cross-country soaring, perhaps not.

Coaching
I have seldom been coached in advanced soaring – just
one day with Maurie Bradney, and five with Ingo Renner. I
have read most of the books about it that are published in
English. The most helpful is 'New Soaring Pilot' by Welch,
Welch and Irving. Another, 'Soaring Cross Country' by
Byars and Holbrook, has the vital advice “NEVER FLY
THROUGH THE SAME BAD AIR TWICE”.
The GFA now has a National Coaching Panel, tasked
with helping pilots to learn advanced skills. I think that
pilots should be encouraged to keep records such as
mine. Then their rate of learning, relative to each other,
and relative to the coaching received, could be judged.
GA
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TECHNIQUES & TIPS FOR
SAFE GLIDING No. 3

by richard pincus

In the previous two articles I described a set of exercises you could practice alone or with others
designed to help you with your gliding technique so that you could lose less height in glides,
more easily find thermals, and centre them first go, at least make every first turn a turn in rising
air up all the way.
I suggested that if you followed the training programme
carefully you would acquire that feel for what the air is
doing that is essential to really confident, safe and
pleasurable thermal finding and centreing.
I suggested that you might have to go back to basics so
that you could fly with perfect coordination at all times,
with the stick and rudder only lightly held, all movements
slow and coordinated, and to be able to turn at steep
angles of bank with no variation in attitude, perfect speed
control, and no bank angle or rate of turn variations,
through many turns, even in thermals.
I suggested you merely had to hold the roll-in inputs for
a couple of seconds longer to go from a shallow turn to a
proper thermal turn (at least 35 degrees of bank),
provided you also checked back on the stick to keep the
nose from dropping. I suggested you stop the roll slowly
rather than instantly so that you keep perfect coordination.
I offered tips to help you gradually learn all of this.

Diagram 1
In cruise as you approach good air, you need to turn a
few degrees each way slowly and listen to the audio and
feel for the surge. Always put down a rising wing long
before the bank it is trying to cause has happened. The
good air (lift) is trying to turn you away from the good air
and away from the nearest thermal core. See Diagram 1.
It shows a glider at A with lift under the left wing. Failure
to notice that means in this case the pilot misses the lot.
One pilot puts the wing down and immediately contacts a
little, roughish, lift. He turns further right at B because he
again puts the rising wing down. He ignores the thermal
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marked 2 (ie 2 metres or 4 knots) because he is highish
and his threshold is 3 metres and it does not FEEL like a
good core. He has by now slowed to thermalling speed.
He again has more lift under the right wing at C and starts
to roll gently right, getting better and better lift until he
FEELS the surging core trying to force him left, and rolls in
to take the smooth core. Six turns at 4 meters (8 knots)
gives about 1800 feet of climb. He leaves when his
averager shows only 3 metres/sec.
I told you not to continue any turn off course more than
a few degrees unless the vario and the feel suggests you
are turning the right way - that is the vario improves, and
you feel the rising air trying to tip you away from it. If you
very slowly roll to left and the right, you will learn that
sometimes the glider resists going one way and rolls the
other way easily. When you first feel that, you are at last
developing the feel for the air that all good pilots need.
You must always at least prevent the glider being turned
away, and mostly need to go the other way.
Most importantly, I told you that if the
rising air feels like a good core - pushes you
up, resists you turning into it, blasts you out
of it, and the vario goes up towards your
threshold, or rises above it, you should
continue to roll in until you are in a proper
thermalling turn, one probably much steeper
than you usually use. BUT you must stop the
turn and go back on track if the vario and lift
sags because you are either turning the
wrong way or there is no good core there.
You will have to learn to disinguish a vario
response to a gust (a transient, with no push
in it) to the slower, always behind the action,
confirmation that you are in a thermal. The
glider in Diagram 1 is well into the thermal
turn before the vario gets up to his threshold.
That way, most of your first turns will be in
lift, ALL THE WAY ROUND. It does require skill
and practice but IF YOU NEVER CONTINUE
THE TURN UNLESS THE LIFT IS STILL THERE,
and you roll into the steepest turn you can
handle perfectly, YOU WILL (almost) ALWAYS TAKE THE
FIRST TURN IN LIFT ALL THE WAY ROUND. Let that be your
first real goal.
In passing, I do not use the “worst heading” method or
some of the various methods in various texts as the
method I am setting out here works almost every time, if
there are organised thermals to catch. If not, it still
maximises the time you spend in good air. It just takes
directed practice and courage. Make your first turn so
tight that you would find it very hard to tighten up more.
Your aim is always to be in the up air.

Diagram 2
Diagram 2 shows a larger scale view of the area the
thermal is in. The core marked 4 is the same core we have
just looked at in close-up (Diagram 1). Diagram 2 shows
other cores, embedded in good air, more or less lined up
the wind. This is very commonly the case in mid altitudes
in Australian conditions. The pilots are flying North.
Bottom to top is 60km. At B1 the pilot who missed the
thermal before is again pushed away from the lift. The
better pilot, after getting his 1,800 feet in 3 minutes, tries
slight deviations left and right to keep in better air, even if
he goes off track. Generally he turns directly into the wind
at that height, for example at B. He then has a run into
wind for 10km in lift all the way. At 6 on the diagram he
stumbles into a good core (luck) and gets into it
immediately by folowing the rules set out in these articles
(skill). Maybe he should have kept into wind after he left
that thermal. He would have been able to run that street
at considerable speed, but it is 30 degrees off track.
Generally you would only go that far off track if you really
need a thermal - for example you are low.
Now do you start to see why gentle turns this way and
that are useful in good air to get better air, or in bad air to
get better air?

practice alone or with others.
Directed practice means all the
things in the articles. If you can
enter and leave turns and always
be coordinated, and If you can feel
the air and respond to it, you will
find it easy to find and centre the
thermals. If you find it easy to find
and centre the thermals, you can
be sure you are getting in the best
cores. If you turn really tight
(unless you are in a boomer and
high) you will go up 2 knots faster
and are much more likely to stay in
the thermal. If you never turn
unless you are in a core that is
above the threshold, and always
leave it if it falls below your
threshold, your average rate of
climb will be far higher. if you can
say no to most thermals, you can
go much faster. Look back at Diagram 2. Draw almost any
straight line across the diagram. It only has to hit one bit
of lift and if you turn into wind and reach any 3m or 4 m (8
knot) thermal anywhere across the diagram (60 km) and
you can average 6 or 8 knots climb rate just by taking
only that one thermal!
Last words: If you are in a thermal - always fly it as
steep as you can (provided that gives you the best rate of
climb) and as fast as you need to to keep the glider under
good control - you can always open it up a little later if
that is better but it seldom is. If you fall out, you also have
to also tighten up in sink, to get around as quickly as
possible to the lift.
If you are not centred, roll out a little and for a few
seconds as you come around to the 'good side' to move
your circle 30 feet at a time to get the best lift.
BUT YOU CAN ONLY DO THESE THINGS IF YOU CAN
MAKE THE GLIDER FLY EXACTLY WHERE YOU WANT IT TO
GO. Lift is always trying to nudge or kick you out, except
when you are in a really good, formed core.
And at all times - keep a good lookout.
GA

FAR LEFT: Diagram 1.
Shows a glider at A with
lift under the left wing.

TOP LEFT: Diagram 2
shows a larger scale
view of the area the
thermal is in.

BELOW: Diagram 3 is a
plan view is just one
slice of a complicated
three-dimensional
structure.

Diagram 3
Diagram 3 is just to remind you that the plan view is just
one slice of a complicated three-dimensional structure. In
the top view Pilot A turns a little right because his right
wing lifted and because the vario responded to the
deviation, and takes the 4m thermal, drives through the 10
knotter because he is already at the top of his cruising
altitude or is at cloud base, and takes a turn in the 2kt in
error (waste of 30 seconds). Pilot B1 is the guy who gets
turned away all the time. B2 is far better, as he turns the
right way each time, and gets a thermal (skill) but it is only
6kt (luck). If it had been an 8kt thermal he would be 30
seconds ahead of A.

use directed practice
This brings us back to the beginning of the first article:
rule 1 is have lots of money, rule 2 is spend it on lots of
gliding and rule 3 really is: do not just fly - use directed
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club listing
716 Flight Gliding Club

Joint operations at Cunderdin airfield with GCWA.
Membership limited to the ADF Cadets or members of
the ADF and authorised AAFC civilians. Operations
weekends, Public Holidays and school holidays. Club
aircraft 1 two seater. Tel# 08 9571 7800

2 Wing AAFC

Beaufort Gliding Club

Shared facilities with VMFG and Geelong GC at Bacchus
Marsh airfield. 26 members, Aerotow by arrangement
with GGC and VMFG, operations on weekends and
public Holidays. 4 club aircraft with 2 two seaters, 17
private gliders. www.beaufortgc.org.au Tel 03 9497 2048

Operations from Warwick airfield shared with Southern
Down GC. Located at: -28° 09' 00 " S, 151° 56' 36 " E,
Located 12km NW of Warwick on Warwick-Allora back
Rd, L at hall. Other locations as directed by the FLTCDR
229 FLT (AAFC). Operations are aerotow on 1st Sunday
and third weekend of every month plus first week of
school holidays. Club fleet 2 x two seaters and single
seat with Tug. Facilities include own hangar complex. 20
members. Tel# 07 3879 1980. www.2wg.aafc.org.au

Bendigo Gliding Club

Adelaide University Gliding Club

Boonah Gliding Club

Borough Road Raywood. Operates weekend and public
Holidays. Hanger, workshop, kitchen and club room with
Showers and ablutions. Winch launching, own airfield.
Tel# (03)5436 1518. Located at -36.5425, 144.2412
The club fleet comprises a two seat trainer and single
seat glider. There are 27 other private aircraft on site. 31
members www.bendigogliding.org.au

strip. Tel# 03 5593 9277. Located at: -38° 02' 53" S,
143° 09' 20" E. Winch and self Launch. Club Fleet 1 x
two seater, 2 private aircraft. Flying by arrangement. 5
members

Cudgegong Soaring P/L

Gulgong - (199 Stubbo Road, North from Gulgong.
Leave on Medley St., road becomes "Barney Reef Road"
after level crossing. At 7km, turn right onto Stubbo Rd.
Airfield 2km on left). Located at: -32° 17' 54" S, 149° 33'
40" E. Tel# 0418 286 033. Winch operations weekends
and by arrangement. All aircraft are privately owned.
The club owns the airfield, has a clubhouse, caravan
Park, camp sites, workshop and hangars. 10 members.

Darling Down Soaring Club

Operations from Stonefield with Barossa Valley Gliding
Club. Winch launching weekends and public Holidays year
round. Facilities include, Clubhouse, bunkhouse, toilets,
showers, Kitchen, BBQ area and entertainment. The club
owns 5 gliders including 2 x two seaters, 4 private gliders.
22 members. Tel# 0412 870 963. www.augc.on.net

is in South-East Queensland about 25 minutes south of
Ipswich. Contact the Boonah Gliding Club via Email
infomail@boonahgliding.com.au for any queries
7 days a week. If you wish to speak to someone about
bookings, call our mobile 0407 770 213.

www.boonahgliding.com.au

McCaffrey Field (Warrego Hwy, at 8km W of Jondaryan,
turn S down Mason Rd), Located at: -27° 22' 06" S, 151°
32' 00" E, Tel 0409 807 826. Aerotow operations
weekends, public Holidays and by arrangement. The
club has 7 gliders including 2 x two seaters. There are
26 private gliders. Facilities include: Bar, Kitchen,
Cluhouse, Bunkhouse, caravan park, camp sites, BBQ
area, Showers, Wi-Fi, Lounge, Workshop, Hangarage,
Club own the airfield. 100 members. www.ddsc.org.au

Air Cadet Gliding Club

Bordertown-Keith Gliding Club

Geelong Gliding Club

Gawler airfield – Two Wells road Gawler. Facilities and
operations shared with Adelaide Soaring Club. Located at:
-34° 36' S, 138° 43' E. Operations weekend sand school
holidays or by arrangement. Aerotow and self launch. 2
private two seater motor gliders. Clubhouse, Bunkhouse
and briefing room. 13 members. Tel# 08 8522 1877.

Western Hwy 5kms west of Bordertown, Located at:
-36° 15' 54" S, 140° 42' 42" E, Tel# 08 8752 1321.
Operations by winch every Saturday or all year by
arrangement. 5 club aircraft including 2 x two seaters, 1
private glider. Bar canteen, clubhouse, bunkhouse,
Caravan Site, Camp Sites. 23 members.

Albury Corowa Gliding Club

Bothwell Gliding Club

Operations from State Gliding centre Benalla. Tel# 02
6025 4436. Flying by arrangement with aerotow from
GCV. 3 club aircraft including 1 x two seater, 2 private
aircraft. 4 members. Shared facilities with GCV.

Operates by arrangement from a property 'Thorpe' at
Bothwell Tasmania. Tel 03 6223 7615. Aerotow. 1 Club
aircraft and two private. 4 members.

Alice Springs Gliding Club

Elliott Gliding field, Childers Hwy Bundaberg, Tel# 0417
071 157, located at; -25° 03' 1" S, 152° 13' 33" E. Winch
operations weekends and public Holidays. Club Fleet
includes 1 single seat and 1 two seat glider, Private fleet
1 x 2 seat glider. Club Facilities: Clubhouse, Caravan
park, camp sites, 2 hangars. Grass and sane runways.
www.gliding.inbundy.com.au 27 members.

Located at Bond Springs 20km’s North of Alice Springs.
Located at: -23° 31' S, 133° 50' E. Winch launching
Saturdays and public Holidays. 4 club aircraft including 2
x two seaters. Facilities include Club house, camp sites,
Hangars, Toilet/shower. 20 members. Tel# 08 8952 6384.

Balaklava Gliding Club

Weekend operations by winch 10km’s NW of Balaklava
on the Whitwarta Road. Tel# 08 8864 5062. Located at
34° 05' S, 138° 20' E. 4 Club aircraft including 2 x two
seaters, 10 private gliders. Facilities include Bar,
Canteen, clubhouse, caravan Park, camp sites,
workshop, Hangar sites, Club owns Airfield. 49
members. www.bgc.asn.au

Ballarat Gliding Club

15 members operating from the Ballarat airfield. Airport
Road Ballarat. 37° 30.7 S, 143° 47.5 E Tel# 5339 2444.
Aerotow operations most weekends or by arrangement.
Single club two seater. Access to hangarage and airport
facilities for Bar, showers and rooms.

Barambah District Gliding Club

Wondai Airfield, 3 km North of Wondai, Located at: - 26°
17' 5" S, 151° 51' 5 " E. Tel# 0417 719 979. Winch and
aerotow operations weekends by arrangement. 6
Private aircraft. Facilities include Clubhouse, bunkhouse,
camping on site and hangarage. 3 members.

Barossa Valley Gliding Club

Stonefield, 16km East of Truro, L 5km, behind Stonefield
church, Tel# 08 8564 0240, Location 34° 22' 30" S,
139° 19' 54" E. Winch operations weekends and public
holidays or by arrangement. 2 club Gliders including 1 x
two seater, 5 private gliders. Facilities include canteen,
clubhouse, caravan park, camp sites workshops,
Hangarage and spare sites. Club owns airfield. 7
members.

Bathurst Soaring Club

Pipers Field - (On Fremantle Rd, 1.5km from Eglinton)
Located at: - 33° 22' 53" S, 149° 30' 40" E. Tel: (02)
6337 1180. Aerotow operations weekends and public
Holidays. Club has two tugs and 7 gliders including 4
two seaters. Private fleet is 24 aircraft. Club Facilities
include: Clubhouse, ablution block, Caravan park with
Power, Hangars, Full Kitchen, Dormitory.
www.bathurstsoaring.org.au 91 members.
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Bundaberg Soaring

Byron Gliding Club Inc.

Tyagarah - E side Pacific Hwy, 5km N Byron Bay, entry
off Grays Lane, left into Old Brunswick Road and
proceed past blue hangars to two white hangars at the
end of the track. Located at: -28° 35' 40" S, 153° 32'
30" E. Tel# (02) 6684 7031. Operations are 7 days a
week self launch only. The club has 7 motorgliders and
2 private gliders. Facilities include: Clubhouse, kitchen,
bathroom, 2 hangars and camping area.
www.byrongliding.com 31 members.

Canberra Gliding Club

Bunyan Airfield , 1297 Monaro Highway, Bunyan NSW
2630 (13km north of Cooma, Western side of highway),
Located at: -36° 08' S, 149° 09' E. Tel# 0429 523 994.
Aerotow operations weekends and public Holidays. The
club has 4 aircraft including 2 tow seaters. Private fleet is 11
gliders. Facilities include: Clubhouse, bunkhouse, club and
private hangars, Club own the airfield. www.canberragliding.
org 51 members. Wave flying centre for NSW

Central Coast Soaring Club

Bloodtree Road, Mangrove Mountain NSW 2250, located
at -33° 14' S, 151° 12' E. Tel# 02 4363 9111. Rope
Winch operations Thursday, Saturday and Sundays. 5
club aircraft including 2 two seaters, one private glider.
Club facilities, workshop, hangar and clubhouse. 40
members. www.ozstuff.com.au/ccsoaring

Central Queensland Gliding Club

Gliding Club Road, Dixalea, 90km's south of
Rockhampton, Located at: -23° 57.233' S, 150° 16.333'
E. Tel# 07 4937 1381. Winch operations weekends and
weekdays by arrangement. Club fleet 3 gliders including
2 x two seaters, 10 private gliders. Facilities include:
Clubhouse, Bunkhouse, Caravan Park, Hangarage, Club
owns the airfield. 26 members.

Corangamite Soaring Club

Kurweeton Pastoral Co, Kurweeton Derrinallum - Private

Shared facilities with VMFG and Beaufort GC at Bacchus
Marsh Airfield. Tel# 0409 212 527. Operations by aero
tow weekends and public Holidays and by arrangement.
Monthly winching also available. 3 Tugs, 6 club gliders
including 2 x two seaters, 16 private gliders, 61
members.

Gliding Club of Victoria

Samaria Road Benalla, Tel# 03 5762 1058, Located at:
-36° 33' 06" S, 146° 00' 24" E, State Gliding Centre of
Victoria. Club rooms with Bar and large lounge dinning,
Office, Members kitchen and commercial Kitchen Toilets
and briefing rooms with storage. Members Caravan
Park with Ablution block and dormitory
accommodation.. Weekends from April-Sept, 7 day a
week operations at other times. GFA approved
workshop. 8 club aircraft including 4 two seaters, 41
private aircraft. Hangar space, Large private hangar
complex. 115 members.

Gliding Club of Western Australia

GCWA is about 1.5 hours, 160 km’s east of Perth,
towards Kalgoorlie. -31.6228, 117.2166. The club
operates weekends and public holidays, with sealed
runways, hangar, club rooms and a fleet of 7 aircraft
and Pawnee Tow plane. The club operates from the
Cunderdin airfield and can be contacted on 0417 992
806 or see us at www.glidingwa.com.au The club currently
has 61 members.

Goulburn Valley Soaring

Lot 2, Tidboald Road Wahring, Located at: -36.41S
145.14E. Winch operations Saturdays and Sundays by
appointment. 4 club aircraft and 2 private. Clubhouse,
Shower and toilets. Caravan Park, Private units,
Hangars. 13 members. Private owned strip.

Grafton Gliding Club

Waterview Heights (Eatonsville Rd, 8km W of South
Grafton). Located at: -29° 40' 08" S, 152° 51' 53" E. Tel#
02 6654 1638. Winch Operations Saturday or by
arrangement mid week. The club has two aircraft
including 1 two seater, with one single seater. Facilities
include a hangar. 8 members.

Gympie Gliding Club

Located at Lybong 10 km’s sth of Gympie on the bruce
Hwy, Tel# 07 3285 3508, Located at: -26° 17' S, 152°
42' E. Winch operations Wednesdays and Saturdays or
by arrangement. Facilities include clubhouse and
hangarage. The club has 3 gliders including 1 x two
seater, 2 private gliders. www.ggc.gympiegliding.org.au . 27
members.

Horsham Flying Club

Horsham airport – Geodetic Road Horsham. Tel# 03
5382 3491. 36° 40' 12" S, 142° 10' 24" E. Weekends
and public holidays, aerotow. Clubhouse, Bar,
canteen, Bunkhouse, campsites, Caravan Park,
Workshop, hangar space. 5 club aircraft including 2 x
two seaters. 8 private aircraft.

Hunter Valley Gliding Club

Warkworth - (10km W of Singleton. S along Putty Rd to
Mt Thorley intersection, then W towards Denman. 1st
turn right after crossing the river at Warkworth). Located
at: -32° 33' 00" S, 151° 01' 30" E, Tel# 02 6574 4556.
Aerotow operations weekends, Public Holidays and one
friday/month. Club owns 2 two seaters and 2 singles and
the private fleet includes 16 gliders. Facilities: Clubhouse,
bunkhouse, caravan park, camp sites, workshop, club
owns airfield. www.hvgc.com.au 54 members.

lake keepit soaring club

The Club lies within Lake Keepit State Park off the Oxley
Highway between Gunnedah and Tamworth located at
30° 53' 15" S, 150° 31' 30" E, Elev 1120ft AMSL. Tel: 02
6769 7514. Operates 365 days a year. Aerotow every
day, winch every second Saturday. 9 Club Gliders
including 4 two seaters, 40 private gliders. Facilities
include Flight Centre; Clubhouse; kitchen/BBQ; double,
single, twinshare accommodation; camp sites;
workshop; hangarage. 135 members.

www.keepitsoaring.com.

Latrobe Valley Gliding Club

Latrobe Valley regional Airport – Airfield Road Morwell. Tel#
0407 839 238, Located at: -38° 20' 94" S, 146° 47' 50" E
Weekends, Public Holidays and mid week by appointment.
3 club gliders, 3 private gliders. 4 members.

Leeton Aviators Club

Spa, water ballast, battery recharging services, Paved
roads and runways, camping and caravan sites. Two
tugs. We own and operate four unique 40ft sea
containers to ship 6 gliders per container.

Narrogin Gliding Club

Narromine Gliding Club

Sportaviation – Tocumwal

www.narromineglidingclub.com.au

Winch launching Weekends and public Holidays. 3 km’s
West of Koorlong, Mildura. Located at: -34° 15' 30" S, 142°
03' 30" E. Tel# 03 5025 7335. 22 members, 2 two seat
and 2 single seat aircraft, 5 other private aircraft. Canteen
Clubhouse, camp sites. www.sunraysiaglidingclub.org.au

The club owns and operates Twin Astir, Duo Discus,
LS4, Libelle, Discus B. Tugs: club owned Pawnee 260 and
private owned C-180.14 private owned gliders.
Facilities include club house with licenced bar and
kitchen. Private owned tourist park on site with En-suite
rooms,airconditioning, kitchen, recreation room, laundry.
Walking distance from town.
The club operates full time November to April and Fri,
Sat, Sun, Mon for the rest of the year. 46 Members - The
club welcomes all visitors.

Melbourne Motorgliding Club

Corinda Avenue, Columbia, Charters Towers, Tel# 0428
797 735, Located at; -20° 02' 46" S, 146° 16' 12" E.
Operations by winch Sundays and public Holidays by
arrangement. 5 Private gliders. 13 members.

Batchelow adjacent to the township, Located at: -13° 03'
30" S, 131° 02' 00" E. Tel# 08 8941 2512. Operations
Saturdays and public Holidays. Aerotow operations, 1
two seater, 3 private gliders. Club House, Hangarage
available. 2 members.

North Queensland Soaring Centre

www.nqsoaring.org.au

Pacific Soaring

Mt Burr Road Millicent. Located at: -37° 35' 00" S, 140°
22' 00" E Tel# 0427 977 241. Winch launch operations
Sundays or by arrangement. Two club aircraft one two
seater, 3 private aircraft. Bar, Clubhouse, Workshop,
Hangarage. 9 members.

Operations from Caboolture airfield 45 km’s North of
Brisbane on the Bruce Hwy, Located at Located at: -27°
05' 00" S, 152° 59' 00" E. Tel# 1300 667 442. 7 days a
week self launching motorgliding operation mainly for
AEF’s. Hangar and clubhouse facilities. Club has 2 x two
seaters. 11 members. www.comegliding.com.au

MORAWA GLIDING CLUB

RAAF Williamtown Gliding Club

We are a small country gliding club 410 km’s North of
Perth at 29° 12' 06" S, 116° 01' 18" E. We are a winch
club with two 2 seaters and one single, operating when
we can and usually by prior arrangement. Morawa
Contact - 08 9971 1775, Perth Contact - 08 9387 3654
derry@primus.com.au, PO Box 276, Morawa, WA 6623.
Current membership is 9.

Mount Beauty Gliding Club

Mount Beauty Airfield operations weekends and public
holidays and by arrangement. Winch launching with a
two seater and single seat fleet. 30 members with a
range of private gliders and motorgliders. Located at: -36
44, 147 10 Tel# 0417 565 514. www.mtbeauty.com/gliding

Moura Gliding Club

Location: On Moura-Theodore Rd , 5 mins from Moura,
Located at: -24° 37' 00" S, 149° 58' 42" E, Tel# 07 4997
1430. 3 members, operations Sunday by winch. Facilities
include Club House, hangar, 1 x two seater.

Murray Bridge Gliding Club

Pallamana (7km from Murray Bridge on Palmer Rd).
Located at: -35° 05' S, 139° 14' E. Tel# 0403 318 277
www.murraybridgegc.com Operations are self launching
and by arrangement. 1 club 2 seater motorised and 3
private motorgliders. Club House, Hangarage. www.
murraybridgegc.com 15 members.

Murray Valley Soaring Club

Redlands Road Corowa 3km’s west of town. Tel# 02
6033 5036. Seasonal professional operation, aerotow or
self launch. Located at: -35° 59' 37" S, 146° 21' 12" E.
www.australian-soaring-corowa.com Large hangar, clubhouse
with office, internet, bar, Showers, BBQ, Swimming pool,

Leongatha airfield 8km’s south of Korumburra. Tel# 0437
041 709. Located at: -38° 29' 36" S, 145° 51' 36" E
Operations weekend and public Holidays and by
arrangement, Winch launching with rope. Aerotowing by
arrangement. 4 club aircraft including 2 x two seaters. 2
Private gliders. 14 members. Camp sites, workshop, hangar
Operations from Bendick Murrell airfield. Located at: S34° 10.347, E148° 28.296" E. Tel# 0488 531 216. Winch
and self launch by arrangement. Club own 1 two seater
and has 3 private gliders. Facilities include: Hangar,
powered camping area on town water. 3 members

Northern Australian Gliding Club

Millicent Gliding Club

South Gippsland Gliding Club

Located 8 km’s west of Narrogin Township WA on Clayton
Road at -32.9277, 117.0828 This is about 200km’s Sth East
of Perth. The club features a powered Caravan Park,
Ablution Block, kitchen, workshop, Licenced Bar, clean
accommodation, Sealed Runways. The club fleet comprises
three two seaters and three single seat A/C with Pawnee
Tug. The club operates weekends and public Holidays and
conducts 5/6 day beginner courses. The club conducts
annual wave camps at the Stirlings, Fly-ins to local farms
and Cross country courses. Contacts at Tel# 08 9881 1795
or 0407088314, www.narroginglidingclub.org.au Members76.

Brobenah - (9km N of Leeton PO, on E of main canal at
foot of Brobenah Hills). Located at: -34° 29' 42" S, 146°
26' 07" E. Tel# 02 6953 6970. Winch operations
Saturday and Sunday by arrangement. Club A/C 1 tow
seater and one private motorglider. Facilities include
Clubhouse showers toilets, Canteen, hangar with
workship, Camping. 7 members.
Moorabbin Airfield Located at: -37.977661,145.101671,
Grange road Mentone. Tel# 0418 511 557. Operates
Motorglider AEF’s around Melbourne anytime by
booking. Royal Victorian Aero Bar and restaurant.
Controlled airspace operations. 2 members.

arrangement. Facilities include hangarage. www.stgc.org.au
The club has 2 two seaters and a single. 37 members.

Williamtown airforce base 25 km’s North of Newcastle
on Nelsons Bay Road. Located at: -32° 47' 42" S, 151°
50' 06" E, Tel# 02 4982 9334. Club fleet 2 Two seaters
and 2 single seat gliders. Facilities include: workshop. 14
members. Operations weekends by appointment.

Renmark GC - Riverland Sport Aviation

Renmark airfield, Turn off 6km on Renmark to Berri Rd,
Located at: -34° 11' 48" S, 140° 40' 24" E. Tel# 0417
890 215. Operations weekends, public Holidays and by
arrangement. Two club aircraft, 1 private, Bar, canteen,
Club house, bunkhouse, workshop, hangar sites. www.
sportaviation.riverland.net.au 6 members. Aerotow operations.

Scout Gliding Club

Armstrong, (On Morgan Rd, 10km N of Blanchetown, W
side of River Murray). Located at: -34° 15' 26" S, 139°
36' 3.3" E Tel# 0418 815 618. www.airactivities.sa.
scouts.com.au Operations weekends and by
arrangement. Self launching 2 x motorfaulks. Club
House, Bunk house, Full kitchen and dining facilities,
camp sites. 9 members.

Southern Riverina Gliding Club

Gate 3 Tocumwal Airfield Tocumwal. Operations
weekends and public holidays, Launching by aerotow.
Two club aircraft and 7 private gliders. Terminal building,
Tel# 03 5874 3052. 42 members, www.srgc.com.au
Located at: -35° 48' 42" S, 145° 36' 30" E

Southern Tablelands Gliding Club

Lockesyleigh" Carrick (11nm NE of Goulburn - N on Hume
Hwy 12km, Left onto Carrick Rd, 8km, over railway on
right). Located at: - 34° 41' 36" S, 149° 53' 45" E. Tel#
0408 647 671. Winch operations Saturdays or by

Southwest Slope Soaring P/L

7 day a week all year round operations by Aerotow. Gate
10, Babbingtons Road Tocumwal airport. Tel#0427 534
122. Located at: -35° 48' 42" S, 145° 36' 30" E. www.
sportaviation.com.au 52 members, 5 club aircraft
including 2 two seaters, 9 private aircraft. Caravan Park,
Kitchen, Bathroom, BBQ area reception/Office,
Conference and briefing rooms, Wi/Fi Hangarage water,
full time courses.

Sunraysia Gliding Club

Swan Hill Gliding Club

Nyah (1km N of Nyah on Murray Valley Hwy). Located at:
-35° 12' S, 143° 22' E. Winch Launching weekends by
arrangement. The club has 2 gliders. Bunk house,
caravan Park. 5 members

Sydney Gliding Inc.

Operations from Camden Airport. Located at 34 02 24 S,
150 41 12 E. Tel# 0412 145 144. Self launch operations
weekends and midweek by prior arrangement. Club has
2 self launching 2 seaters. 10 members.

www.sydneygliding.com.au

Soar Narromine P/L

Operations from the Narromine airfield west outskirts of
town. Located at: - 32° 13' 12" S, 148° 13' 54" E. Tel#
0419 992 396. 7 day a week aerotow operation 2 tugs.
10 club aircraft including 3 two seaters. Facilities include:
Caravan park with En-suit rooms and showers and airconditioning. Camp Kitchen self cooking, recreation room
with TV and Laundry Facilities. www.soarnarromine.com.au
11 members

Scout Assn of Australia NSW Gliding Wing
Operates from the Camden airfield. See Sydney gliding
for location details. Tel# 02 9773 5648. Operations with
self launch motor glider and 1 two seater glider.
Weekends and other sites by arrangement. Membership
restricted to youth scout Assn members.

Temora Gliding Club

Operations from Temora Airfield 2km’s Nth of the township
off airport Road. Located at: - 34° 25' 18" S, 147° 30' 42" E.
Tel# 02 6977 2733. Operations by aerotow weekends with
full time camps in January and others by arrangement.
Club owns a two seater, Private fleet, 7 single seaters.
Facilities include: Bar, canteen, Clubhouse, camp sites,

Victorian Motorless Flight Group

Bacchus Marsh Airfield 8 km’s south of Bacchus Marsh
on the Geelong Road. Operations weekends, Public
Holidays and Fridays. Located at: -37° 44' 00" S, 144° 25'
18" E Tel# 0402 281928. 115 members, aerotow
operations. Two tugs and 7 gliders in the fleet with 4 two
seaters and a two seat motorglider. 34 private gliders.

warwick gliging club

Warwick Gliding Club is a small, friendly gliding club
located at the Warwick Airfield on the Darling Downs in
South-East Queensland 2 hours drive from Brisbane.
Tel: 07 3077 6973 www.warwickgliding.org.au

Waikerie Gliding Club

Operations weekends and by arrangement, 7 day
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Notes from the Chairman of the
GFA Operations Panel
ChRISTopheR ThoRpe

Glider Pilot licence
GFA has been working with CASA for the past few years
to introduce the Glider Pilot Licence to assist our members
wishing to fly overseas. The Flight Crew Licensing
Regulation Suite (CASR Part 61) was signed by the
Governor General on 14 February 2013. From its effective
date of 4 December 2013, GFA pilots who hold a Glider
Pilot Certificate (GPC) and a Class 2 medical can apply to
CASA for an ICAO recognised licence.
As CASA’s explanatory statement states: “Measures
introduced by Part 61 include provision for the granting of
a Glider Pilot Licence that will facilitate the recognition of
Australian glider pilots wishing to participate in
international competitions overseas”.
The new legislation does not require a GFA member
flying within Australia to hold a CASA licence: 61.145 Piloting glider without holding glider pilot licence
A person is authorised to pilot a glider without holding a
glider pilot licence if the person:
(a) holds a pilot certificate, granted by a recreational
aviation administration organisation that administers
glider activities, that permits the holder to pilot a glider or
motorised glider as pilot in command; and
(b) operates the glider in accordance with the
organisation’s operations manual.

oPerations Bulletins issued
The Operations Panel Issued the following Bulletins
during 2012:
l Operational Advice Notices (OANs):
l OAN 01/12 – Gliding Operations and the Parallel Path
Principle. It is the intention of CASA that sailplanes must
only be maintained and flown subject to the safety
oversight of the GFA if operated under CAO 95.4. Where a
sailplane is operated outside the GFA system, it may only
be operated and maintained subject to the limitations and
conditions set out in written approval by CASA. This
Notice is a summary of Legal advice received by the GFA.
l OAN 02/12 – Annual Flight Reviews. An annual flight
review is required by GFA Operational Regulations for all
pilots who intend to act as pilot in command of an aircraft.
It is a cooperative endeavour to provide the pilot with a
periodic assessment of his or her flying skills and to
determine if there has been any deterioration in areas
that may adversely affect flight safety. This document
expands on the ‘Guide for Annual Flight Checks’ in Part 2
of the Instructors’ Handbook.
l OAN 03/12 – The Press and Gliding Accidents. Gliding,
like all aviation activities, has inherent risks which we
strive to mitigate. While our training, airworthiness
standards and operational procedures are very robust and
thorough, there has been and will most likely be accidents
in the future. This guide aims to prepare Clubs, instructors
and members to deal with the media when there is a
serious accident or incident.
l Operational Safety Bulletins (OSBs):
l OSB 01/12 – Boxing the Slipstream. This document
expands on the ‘Boxing the Slipstream’ in Part 2 of the
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Instructors’ Handbook and was written in response to a
number of incidents that occurred in 2012 while flying this
exercise.
l OSB 02/12 – Lookout for Glider Pilots. This is a reissue
of Operations Directive 01/03 that was first issued on
14/08/2003. These documents can be downloaded from
the GFA website at: http://www.glidingaustralia.org/GFA-

Ops/ops-directives-notices-and-bulletins.html.
accidents and incidents
NOTE: Summaries of all reported accidents and incidents
are available on the GFA website under the ‘Operations’ tab.

AIR pRoxImITy (AIRpRox) evenTS
In the first two months of this year there were two
airprox events involving gliders. Both incidents are being
investigated by the ATSB.
l A single pilot IFR aero-medical flight reported a near
miss with a glider about 22 km ENE of Griffith Airport at
4,500ft AMSL on descent into Griffith in January. The glider
was identified as a Netherlands registered Ventus glider
that was transponder equipped. The glider pilot held a
commercial pilot licence, was listening on the appropriate
frequency, and responded to a call from the aero-medical
pilot. The aero-medical aircraft passed about 275m
laterally and 62ft vertically over the glider and both pilots
commented on the closeness of the event.
l A single pilot IFR aero-medical flight reported a near
miss with a glider about 3NM SE of Benalla aerodrome at
6,000ft AMSL on descent into Wangaratta during February.
The glider passed the left side of the aircraft with
separation reducing to about 70m at the same altitude.
The GFA’s Airways and Radio Procedures for Glider
Pilots states: “The presence of a glider in an area into
which a medium-sized aircraft may be descending at
more than 200 knots is a clear case when “un-alerted”
see and avoid is not sufficient and needs to be
supplemented by use of radio”.
In areas with a diverse mix of aircraft a vigilant lookout,
a listening watch and broadcasts can assist in reducing
the risk of coming in close proximity with other aircraft.
Civil Aviation Advisory Publication (CAAP) 166-1(1)
provides the following advice: “Where it is determined
there is a potential for traffic conflict, radio broadcasts
should be made as necessary to avoid the risk of a
collision or an airprox event. A pilot should not be hesitant
to call and clarify the other aircraft’s position and
intentions if there is any uncertainty.”
The Aeronautical Information Publication (AIP) ENR 1.1,
paragraph 50 discusses the traffic mix and other hazards
at and around non-towered aerodromes. It reminds pilots
of the responsibility for collision avoidance in the vicinity
of non-towered aerodromes, using see and avoid.
The following publications provide further information
on alerted see-and-avoid, and operations at non-towered
aerodromes:
l Staying clear of other aircraft in uncontrolled airspace
- www.atsb.gov.au/publications/2011/staying-clear-ofother-aircraft-in-uncontrolled-airspace.aspx

l Collision avoidance strategies and tactics - www.aopa.
org/asf/publications/sa15.pdf
In addition, OSB 02/12 ‘Lookout for Glider Pilots’ can be
downloaded from the GFA website.

mId-AIR CoLLISIonS
1.Tocumwal, NSW
In early March a tug and glider landed together at Tocumwal
NSW; with the glider on top as the tug touched down. The tug’s
propeller struck the left-mid fuselage and under the left wing of
the glider. The glider pilot, realising something was amiss,
closed the airbrakes and landed long. Investigation is still in
train but it seems to be a 'double blind' situation. The tug pilot
reported the glider radio was unreadable, which may have
contributed to a lack of situational awareness. It is noted that
the glider’s transmissions were clearly heard by ground
stations, and tug/glider proximity issues may have contributed
to poor reception.
Collision risk is at its highest during the approach and
landing phase, when aircraft are on final or over the
runway. Confusion about the location of aircraft and their
landing order often begins earlier in the circuit. As you
might expect, operations at non-towered airports offer the
greatest risk. These procedures can help you avoid
problems at non-towered airports:
l Tune and verify radio frequencies before you enter
the airport traffic area and ensure the volume is set at an
appropriate level.
l Report your position 10 miles out and listen for
reports from other inbound traffic. Report entering
downwind, turning downwind to base, and base to final.
l Identify the airport at the beginning and end of the
transmission.
l If you are unsure about the location of another
aircraft on the frequency, ask.
l Remember that there may be aircraft in the circuit
without radios.
l Well banked turns onto base and final will give you a
good opportunity to look below and, to some extent,
behind. Ground shadows, if evident, can also assist
determining the position of other aircraft.
l Check both up and down the final approach pathway
for other air traffic on base or approach while you are on
base leg prior to commencing the final turn. Due to
fixation with the runway and poor rearward visibility, it is
difficult to detect threats once established.
l An ‘S’ turn may be needed to improve separation, or
an immediate turn towards an alternate landing option.
l Radio calls must be used to improve situational
awareness regarding your intentions.
Reference should also be made to CAAP 166-2(0): Pilots’
responsibility in collision avoidance in the vicinity of nontowered (non-controlled) aerodromes by ‘see and avoid’.
Tug pilots, if you think there is a glider on circuit and
you can't see it, keep your speed up, level out, extend
your downwind leg or base leg and go around.
Glider pilots, if you're high on approach and think there
may be someone just behind or below you, your best
option should be to close the airbrakes, maintain circuit
speed and land long giving an ‘All Traffic’ radio call if
possible to advise intentions.
2.Boonah, Qld
The week after the Tocumwal Mid-air above saw two

oPerations
If you have any questions or feedback please contact me at

cop@glidingaustralia.org
ChRISTopheR ThoRpe
ChAIR, opeRATIonS pAneL

gliders collide ‘wing to wing’ in
separate but converging thermals
at Boonah, Qld. Both gliders were
significantly damaged but landed
safely without injury to either
pilot.
When thermalling with others,
it is both pilot’s responsibility to
maintain separation. It should go
without saying that flying
converging circles at the same
height
must
be
avoided.
Remember, when joining another
glider or number of gliders
already in a thermal, ensure that
you join in such a way that they
can see you. Establish yourself on the opposite side of the
circle to the nearest glider, this action being vital if you
are at exactly the same level as the one already there,
and keep adjusting your position in a thermal to ensure
that you do not get into the blind spot of a glider at the
same level.

Human Factors
CognITIve TUnneLLIng
In Human Factors literature the term tunnel vision is
generally related to the loss of peripheral vision due to the
effects of ‘g’ forces on the cardiovascular system. Another
form of ‘tunnel vision’, cognitive tunnelling, occurs when the
observer is too focused on one object and not on the whole
environment. It usually occurs when a person is under stress
and describes a process of attentional, rather than visual,
narrowing. In the presence of an attentionally demanding
primary task, the mind’s allocation of residual capacity to
perceptual monitoring decreases as levels of arousal increase.
Or to put it another way, the mind’s capacity to deal with
intuitive, fast-thinking tasks and judgements is often impaired
by high workload, analytical, slow-thinking tasks and
judgements. This in turn impairs time management, workload
management and situational awareness.

☛

continued over page

The glider wing anfd fuselage was cut by the propeller of the
tug at Tocumwal.
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safety

operations
In December 2012 there were two
controlled flight into terrain (CFIT)
accidents where cognitive tunnelling is
considered a casual factor. In both cases
the pilots were on final approach and
collided with trees. The first was a fatal
accident at Narromine NSW during the
NSW State Gliding Championships, and
the second occurred three weeks later at
Tocumwal NSW where the pilot survived.
The circumstances of each were slightly
different but both shared similarities:l Both pilots were experienced;
l Both pilots were flying at low level
at high speed;
l Both pilots were under stress (one
the result of a long cross-country flight,
and the other from getting low in circuit);
l Both pilots had their attention
diverted by outside issues (one pilot was
concerned about a vehicle on the
runway, the other was focussing on a
line of trees on the approach);
l Both pilots collided with trees in
their peripheral vision.
Wickens and McCarley (2008) note
that there are four primary forces that
move the attention of a skilled person to
selectively attend or sample sources of
information:
l salience (target conspicuity factors);
l effort (the amount of cognitive and
physical effort it requires to switch
attention to and search for the relevant
stimulus, and the amount of spare effort
available due to other tasks being
conducted);
l expectancy (extent that a particular
stimulus is expected to occur or be
present at a particular time and place);
l value (importance of the stimulus to
the person’s tasks at that time).
In a fast-changing, time-limited,
complex sensory environment, the
mind’s ability to prioritise inputs and
make appropriate responses may be
reduced in a high-effort, stressful
situation. Fixation and cognitive
tunnelling are more likely in these
circumstances, and early contingency
planning and prioritisation of options are
therefore important.
Although collision hazards such as
trees in close proximity would have high
importance, the effects of low
expectancy and low value can mean
that an imminent collision problem may
not be detected.
Pilots need to take particular care
when flying close to the ground, where
workloads are high, time and energy
budgets are reduced and the margins for
error are low.
GA
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THE INVISIBLE GORILLA
PHENOMENON
ARThUR dAvIeS

SoUTheRn TAbLeLAndS gC

I was inspired to write this piece by the points raised by the president
in issue 10. If anyone is reading this & has not watched the video as
suggested by the president, please do so before reading any further.
Type “invisible gorilla video” into google will get it. It is informative to
get a group of people to watch it & to compare the results each
person gets.

There has been a lot of research done on
people's perceptions and how information
is processed by the brain. A lot of this
research is very relevant to pilots. A very
good book on these issues is 'The
Invisible Gorilla' by Christopher Chabris &
Daniel Simons, published by Harper
Collins in 2010.
The brain has evolved to carry out
very complex tasks. In order to
concentrate on a task, the brain narrows
down its focus, excludes extraneous
inputs, & puts all the brain's capacity
onto the main issue. Generally this is a
very good thing as some of our higher
level thinking would not be possible
without such a narrowing of focus.
Further the eye is not a camera, the
retina's image is processed through
several stages to extract the image we
see. For instance there is a separate
stage that just looks for movement,
another that looks just for edges, yet
another that processes colour, and so on.
The brain takes information from these
centres and assembles it into a cohesive,
relevant picture. Without this processing
the brain would be overwhelmed with
raw data and simply could not function,
Note however that much irrelevant data
is ignored in the process. This is shown
very graphically in the first chapter of the
book where examples of ignoring
irrelevant data can be a problem. The
most entertaining example gives the
book its title.

This is very
relevant for pilots.
By concentrating on
the task at hand,
such as lining up
with the runway on
final, decent angle
correct
for
the
aiming point etc, it is
all too easy to lose
track of other factors
such
as
an
unexpected object
approaching
the
runway. This sounds
silly but analysis of the performance of
very experienced airline pilots in
simulators showed that a significant
proportion, when faced with a stressful
landing, such as descending through
cloud and then having to make a decision
to land or not once in clear air, missed
crucial information. The worst was being
oblivious of another aircraft on the
ground taxiing onto the runway. This
happened years ago to a KLM airliner,
and hundreds died. So if a pilot misses an
important point, it is not appropriate to
tell the pilot to concentrate harder. THE
POINT WAS PROBABLY MISSED BECAUSE
THE PILOT WAS CONCENTRATING VERY
HARD ON THE TASK AND THE BRAIN
'TURNED OFF' EVERYTHING ELSE.
A similar issue is that of defining the
task. You need to be sure you give
yourself the correct task to do, or your
brain will concentrate on the one you
think you want rather than the essential
one. The best example I know of this
aspect is in driving.
Governments,especially in Australia,
put in more and more speed cameras
and speed control signs under the pretext
of road safety, but in reality for revenue
reasons, I suspect. Research done,
especially in English universities, shows
that the rate of crashes goes up under
this excessive regime. This apparent
anomaly was investigated by tracking
drivers' eyes while driving on both real
roads and in simulators. The driver's eyes

during normal driving spend most of the
time watching the road looking for other
vehicles, obstacles, pedestrians, etc.
Under the strict speed regime, however,
the driver's eyes scanned the sides of
the road, looking for new speed signs,
and the speedo. Much much less eye
time was given to watching the road &
scanning for problems. The driver's task
is changed from 'watch for traffic &
potential problems' to 'concentrate on
speed and avoid fines'.
In one area of England where
surveillance and excessive signage was
removed, the rate of crashes REDUCED
by around 20%. In this context, even non
traffic related signs have been found to
be a serious distraction. So when you are
setting yourself or another pilot some
task or other, make sure the task is
always to fly safely and not to set a goal
in such a way as to narrow down the
brain's focus away from good airmanship
and inadvertently onto some other goal.
Make sure the task does not become the
equivalent of 'avoid fines' rather than
'avoid obstacles'.
A similar factor the book covers is the
invisibility of the unlikely. For instance, a
disproportionate number of motorcyclists
are hit by cars than is statistically likely,
even allowing for the behavior of a few
idiots. In a number of cases, the motorist
literally did not see the bike, and instead
was watching out for the much much
more likely other cars.
Another issue raised in the book is that
of self assessment. Most people over
estimate their own abilities and hence
they are prone to get into trouble from
over confidence. This tendency has been
well documented, so the pilot may well
not be the best person to judge their own
abilities. A point for pilots to keep in mind
when an instructor says you are not
ready for a new task.
Some of you may be aware of the
tendency to become mesmerized or
fixated by an object, especially an
isolated one, and the tendency to turn
towards it. I do not know the detailed
mechanism behind this phenomenon but
it is real enough. There was a lone tree
beside the road many years ago on a
long straight stretch in South Australia.
Quite a number of cars kept running into
it when on the road alone. The problem
was solved by cutting down that last
tree! Planting more trees would have
worked equally well but it was very dry
country. It is very easy to become fixated
on something when flying, especially
when on final, definitely something to be
aware of.

Some other aspects of the eye/brain
combination should also be kept in mind.
Try looking straight ahead, then look
quickly to a point on your left. You will not
have seen a moving panorama of your
surroundings as your eyes swings to the
left, you will see the field directly ahead,
then the field to the left with nothing in
between. The brain turns off all visual
images as the eye swings until it settles
on its new point of focus. Only then is
vision turned back on. You think you have
instantly switched from one visual field
to another, BUT YOU HAVE NOT. It takes a
significant proportion of a second for the
eye to take in the new field and for each
layer of the brain to analyze their aspect

of vision and for the brain to produce a
new coherent visual field. You are literally
flying and driving blind until the new
visual field is in place.
In summary, I would strongly
recommend this book for a very
interesting, relevant and sometimes
scary insight into how your brain/eye
system functions, how it can sometimes
deceive you and how it could get you
into trouble. This recently researched
insight into brain function is especially
important, I think, for instructors.
Forewarned is definitely forearmed, so
get a copy and read it. I bought an extra
copy for our instructors to share.
GA

Difficult Conditions and
Final Glides
dICk SASSe

This last soaring season has been a very enjoyable and moderately
successful one for me, but the annual WA State competitions held in
January proved to be very difficult and disappointing from the
organizers' point of view. In fact, in spite or perhaps because of
record high temperatures of 45°C on several of the days, we were
only able to fly five out of the allotted nine days.
There was plenty of cloud: one day, in
fact we had 30ml of rain, and more in
other parts of our operating area, but
most of the days were just hot, blue and
windy.
The best height gained one day was
by the ultimate championship winner,
Swain Johnson, 8,000ft A.G.L. My best
was 5,700ft A.G.L., so low level and
distressingly hot flying was the norm as
were out landings rather than the
exception.
I was one of the lucky ones to escape
and managed to get home each time.
Subsequently I was asked, “How do you
do it?” Well the simple answer was, “The
element of luck, outweighed the element
of skill.”
However, on giving it some thought
perhaps I have a couple of suggestions
which may help our budding cross
country and competition enthusiasts. A
couple of cliches—’One good turn
deserves another’, ‘If your onto a good
thing, stick to it’, ‘The devil you know is
better that the devil you don’t’, and
perhaps ‘Patience is a Virtue’. As opposed
to, ‘A faint heart never won fair lady’,
and to be sure you’re not going to go
very far, or win many competitions if
you’re too patient. A compromise is
needed there.
Our Club uses a winch for launching,
so immediately we haven’t the luxury of

an obliging and skilful tuggy dropping us
off in lift. Our winch usually gets us to
about 1,200 to 1,300 ft which means
we’ve got to start looking for lift pretty
quickly – even before we launch, on the
launch itself, and immediately on release.
Get the aircraft trimmed, the wheel up,
and self in soaring mode pretty damned
quickly, and grab the first indication of
lift. The lift is not likely to be anything but
weak, but we’ve only got at best 500 to
600 ft to play with, and on the law of
averages the thermal will get better so
‘stick to it’.
As regards to final glides - final glide
as we all know is perhaps the most
important phase at cross country.
Certainly it can be the trickiest. Yet in
some ways it can be the easiest to
practice. In fact in every episode of
gliding, cross country or even local flying
it can be practiced.
In local flying we will, of necessity,
always have our landing area in sight but
the opportunity is there always to
practice getting the glide angle right in
all wind directions and speeds, and
bearing in mind we must allow for those
extra feet to make a correct circuit.
One suggestion to allow for circuit
height is to pick a sight about 6 or 7km
beyond the landing area as the aiming
point. This will give about 800 ft over the
landing area.
GA
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In a field of new entrants such as
Binder and Jonkers, HpH will be an
unknown to many although most
will have flown Hornets, Libelles
and Mosquitos and some will have
flown a Wasp and a couple maybe
even a Shark. This long line of
gliding history is still a force in
gliding around the world in the
form of HpH, a manufacturing
company in the Czech Republic
which has some serious technology
and CNC engineering capabilities
which it is now bringing to bear in
the glider arm of its business.
The attention to detail shown at HpH
is evident in the static scale museum
quality models they also manufacture
and this translates into their glider
manufacturing. The static models are
nothing less than works of art. Several
years ago my son and a couple of his Air
Force buddies visited Jaroslav Potemsil
the owner of HpH at the factory in Kutna
Hora, Czech and on a guided tour came
upon a WW2 American carrier model
which was fitted with counter rotating
single axis propellors. They were
stunned by the detail of the cockpit and
undercarriage but when one of them
touched the prop it turned and the other
turned in the opposite direction!
Think of the 304 moniker as a brand
rather than a model number, a bit like
Lexus is to Toyota. Each 304 is different in
design and performance. The current
model range starts with the 304C Wasp, a
15m Standard Class which is a joy to fly
and very affordable for clubs looking for a
good looking aircraft which is very suitable
as a first single and has a large cockpit to
accommodate all body sizes comfortably. I
personally have 150 hours in one of these.
This aircraft has done some remarkable
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flights in Europe and the USA and broken
a few records.
The 304 CZ is the same fuselage as the
C but has a flapped wing and 17.43m
optional tips. It has been very popular in
the USA and has a huge following there
with Wings and Wheels as the agent.
Currently the flagship fullsize glider
manufactured by HpH is the 18m 304S - S
for Shark. It is available as a pure (304S)
or powered glider (304MS), available as
an EASA certified self launcher using a
Solo engine and Binder mechanicals and
also as the first production Jet powered
sailplane (304 SJ). The Jet and Self
Launcher make up the vast majority of
those aircraft currently flying.
The Jet (304 SJ) is a Turbo not suited to
self launch but the climb out is suitable for
operation from a car tow or winch. The jet
is able to operate at Vne with the jet
running if you are into that.
In many articles the Shark is described
as a variant of the original 304 which was
an upgrade on a Mosquito. Nothing could
be further from the truth. The Shark, first
flown in 2006, was a completely new
design with new wings, fuselage and
tailplane with the 'Shark' name coming
from the shape of the winglets which look
like the fin of a Great White from the
cockpit. It is a roomy
performance machine and
the factory happily
describes its aircraft thus "We focus on pleasure
pilots who want comfort,
design and prestige in
addition to performance".
The 304MS self launcher
is also designed for
pleasure pilots, particularly
those who favour
independent operations,

performance and reliability. Powered by a
52hp Solo engine and with Binder
mechanics, in the self launcher climbs of
7kts are achievable and an L/D of 51. The
cockpit is built to cope with larger pilots.
To date HpH has produced 76 of the CZ
and C (Wasp) variants and 22 of the
Sharks. Demand in Europe and the US
currently sees another three Wasps and
11 Sharks in production and the Sharks
are all either self launchers or Jet Turbos.
The certification of these aircraft through
EASA has been a trial for the factory but
production is in full swing now. The self
launcher is priced at approximately
EUR123K including Cobra trailer, SOLO
engine and basic flying instruments.
To the present. HpH's involvement in
the Binder EB29 project saw a huge effort
preparing it to fly at the recent World
Comps at Uvalde, putting the company's
own new aircraft back a little. But work
has recommenced in earnest on the allnew Twin Shark, a two seat 20m high
performance sailplane that will be
followed by a 'Club' variant with 17.5m
wings for training.
The factory has just released the details
of the 304 TS (Twin Shark) self launching
20M high performance cross-country two
seater to compete in the new FAI 20M
Class and again use Solo/Binder
mechanicals with a MTOW of 800kg and
an L/D in the order of 50. Development is
well under way and Serial #1 is expected
to take its first flight in the summer of
2013. The rigorous testing for
crashworthiness and strength as well as
exhaustive wind tunnel testing and
computer modelling are well under way.
When I asked Jaroslav for a comparison
competitor he assured me nothing
available would compare in performance
and quality.
FoR FURTheR InFoRmATIon conTAcT
Rob IzATT 0408016164

Please send classified advertisements
with payment to:
The Gliding Federation of Australia Classifieds
Level 1, 34 Somerton Road
Somerton VIC 3062.
Tel: 03 9303 7805 Fax: 03 9303 7960
Email: Registration@glidingaustralia.org
Your ad will be placed on the GFA website
for a period of 1 month and published in
the next edition of Gliding Australia. For
the current advertising charges, please
go to www.glidingaustralia.org and click
Classifieds.

GlideRs foR sale
siNGle seaT sailplaNes
ASTIR CS 77 $14,000 ono. Current
Form 2, TTH 3795. Borgelt B50, B57,
XCOM 760, Flarm, Volkslogger, enclosed
trailer. Ph. 0412 478 644 Email:

kahibah@hotmail.com
ASW20BL VH-XJT ONLY 165 hrs total
and 81 launches. Presents as new,15m
or 16.6m configuration. Comes with ASI/
ALT/Compass/B100/ILEC SB7 Vario/Dittel
FSG70 Radio/Aux battery/GPS mount/
Parachute/Tie down gear/Wing stands/
tow out gear/canopy cover. Well fitted
out trailer with new lights and tyres
$59,000 Contact Mike 0418 681 145
Astir CS 77 VH-IKR. New canopy,
basic instruments, Microair 720. Trailer
inclusion to be confirmed. Current Form
2. TTIS 2777 hrs. AUS$14,000
Astir CS 77 VH-IKQ. New canopy,
basic instruments, Microair 720 and open
licensed trailer. Current Form 2. TTIS
4187 hrs. AUS$15,000
Standard Jantar 2 VH- IZY. Basic
instruments, Microair 720 and enclosed
rebuilt licensed trailer. Current Form 2.
TTIS 3152 hrs. AUS$16,000.Pictures
available Contact Dayle
Found
0419808216 or narrogingc@bigpond.com
Kestrel 19 VH-GSY 3458 hours 1530
launches. Fresh Form 2. Life extension
survey completed. Enclosed metal
trailer,Parachute etc. Currently based at
DDSC Jondaryan $20k or reasonable
offer. Contact John Hook 07 5439
9238 or johnhook@aapt.net.au
Std Libelle H201b VH-GBI 968hrs,
Good condition with registered trailer.
Basic instruments, microair, wing covers
and tow out gear. $11,000 PH (04)
3991 2767 or email: siluzzip@gmail.com
HP14V VH-GTZ 40:1 at 52 Knots.
Good condition, spare canopy. Licensed
trailer. W.A. based. $7, 000 ONO. Contact
Roger via email mawson.diane@gmail.com

HPH 304 Shark 18M competition
sailplane. 300hrs Altair and Cobra trailer.
Ventus2CX 800hrs, LX9000 with stick
control, Avionics trailer Partial installation
for jet by factory (wiring, Fuel tank and
pumps) Reasonable offers considered.
Andrew
0488161844 georgo28@

bigpond.com

Hours Total Time, Cambridge Nav/Data
Logger, Parachute,Enclosed Trailer, Nil
Accidents. Hangered at Warkworth $30000 ono Please contact Peter:0427
886 843
Nimbus 2 VH-GOG serial no 2, 3200
hrs, excellent condition, good tow out
gear and instruments. Hydraulic wheel
brake, brand new Anschau trailer, Wing
Rigger (no lifting) full set of all weather
covers. $25,000 ono. Contact Haidyn
Dunn on 0429431773 or email haidyn.

dunn@gmail.com

JS1B VH-GYL SN 27 delivered
October 2010. Approx 300 hrs, 90
landings .LX9000 (with voice module),
Cambridge 302/303. X-Com radio. Tinted
canopy, blue cloth interior.Cockpit vent
extractor, brass tailwheel with solid filled
tyre. Aluminium Cobra trailer Equipped
for jet sustainer retro-fit. $145,000. Jay
Anderson 0418676696

LS6 VH-GMT One or two one thirds
interest in glider with Cobra trailer and
hangar at Lake Keepit. Approx. 3470 hrs.
3000 hr inspection completed. Refinished
in poly-urethane by Peter Holmes. Ilec
SN10 .Former winner Worlds (Brian
Spreckley) $25,000 per share. Jay
Anderson 0418 676 696
LS3 VH-WUR serial number 3070,
3783hrs/1509
launches.
Excellent
condition. ASI, Borgelt B500, B2000
combination, Colibri, Xcom 760 radio,
Rigging Aid. PU finish with re profiled
wings and approved wing tips. Fitted with
improved LS4 undercarriage. Comes with
good quality trailer. Located Western
Australia. $40,000 ONO Contact Sid
Dewey on 0407984840 or email for
more pictures sidney@pinetec.com.au
Mosquito VH-GQD 3000hrs,
winglets, Altair +B50, parachute, MH
oxygen, Xcom radio, FLARM, refinished in
polyurethane, ballast tanks professionally
sealed, fresh form II, clamshell trailer,
tow out gear, available Brisbane
$36,000.00.
Contact: John 0409 679
867
email:
j.ashford@iinet.net.au
Glasflugel Mosquito - VH-FQC 2200

Nimbus 2 VH-IUS 1800hrs, 20m
with 48:1 glide, excellent condition,
recently refinished, competition ready.
Mountain High Oxygen, Winpilot, B50,
Bohli Mech Vario & compass, Flarm, big
cockpit. Full covers, Jaxida canopy cover
and Platinum cover. Dual axle trailer with
rigging aids for 2 person rig and
derig.$40,000 Peter Robinson, nimbus2@
internode.on.net or 0428 453 794
NIMBUS 3T, 25.5m single seat with
turbo, approx 3,100 hours. Proven
performer, approved mods, refinished,
well sealed, Borgelt B100 system, ICOM
radio, Mountain High oxy, Komet twin
axle trailer, reliable ‘Solo’ sustainer
engine with minimal hours. With Form 2
and usual tow-out gear, covers, etc.
$95,000 ono. Pics available on request.
Contact dfourfun@gmail.com or call 0407
042468.

Nimbus 3 25.5m, single seat, 4500
hours, finished in PU- exc condition, L
Nav, XCOM Radio, Bohli vario, Mtn High
Oxy, Oudie, Colibri with FLARM, tail tank,
tow out gear, wing covers, Dual Axle
German built enclosed trailer with rigging
system for 1.5 persons, current Form 2
provided,
hangared
at
Benalla,
completed several 1,000 kms flights. Pics
available. Price: $65,000. Contact email:
prhco@bigpond.com Mobile: 0420 379
068 / 0428 583 746
Ventus2cx VH-ULZ 800hr, Comes
with everything Metal top cobra trailer,
Altir & Vega computer , Cambridge 302 &
303, Becker radio, winter vario and basic
inst, factory U/C warning alarm, LED Flap
position indicator , All tow out gear etc.
New Glider Coming, $109,000 ONO. Ph
Lars 0428 492 783 lars@activecampers.

com.au
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Fournier RF-4D VH-XOS TTIS 1688,
Engine, Prop and Canopy only 155 hours.
New fabric and paint at 30 yearly, sold
with fresh 40 yearly. Spares inc. For more
info, http://www.murraybridgegc.com/bob.
html $34k ono Bob 0403 997 129

Qld State Championships
Warwick Gliding Club
28 September – 5 October 2013
Warwick Gliding Club will host this year’s
Qld State comp at Warwick (Massie)
Aerodrome and the dates will be:
l Practice day, Saturday 28th Sep 2013
l 1st Comp day Sunday 29th Sep 2013
l Final comp day Saturday 5th Oct 2013
Note this is the second week of the Qld
School holidays and Monday the 7th
October is a public holiday in Qld.
www.warwickgliding.org.au
Multiclass Naqtionals
Kingaroy Soaring Club
14– 25 October 2013
www.kingaroynationals.com/

Stemme S10V Vh GGX 1995 model.
Full factory options. $150,000. stemmeggx@
gmail.com or Mike 0488787738 for
details.
DG400 VH-XJZ, 1990, #4-275. Selflauncher with auto prop retraction.
Refinished 2009, 15/17m span, steerable
tailwheel, Cobra trailer, chute, towing
gear. Nil accidents. $100K including
T-hangar at Camden NSW, or available
separately. Contact John 02 9771 3017
johnormarilyn@yahoo.com.au or Michael
02 9546 5785 mkaras003@gmail.com.
DG 400. Hangared at Gawler GYO
currently has 1,289 hrs airframe and 103
engine (25 hourly recently completed).
Chute, Trailer, MH Oxy, covers and spares
included. All maintenance and annuals
by Morgy. Brilliant climb rate and 15 or
17 meter span gives convenience plus
performance plus fun. A steal at $89,000.
Contact Richard Skinner on 0419 818
024 or skinnerr@iprimus.com.au

waNTed
Discus B or CS. If you have a discus or
similar glider please call 0409 606 320.

iNsTRumeNTs
& equipmeNT
New emergency rig, Standard
Cat. FAA approved.Seven points of
adjustment, 26' round parachute Most
popular canopy on market and fastest
deploying reserve. for more details and
pricing Call Barry, 0401 410 511
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Bathurst Soaring Club Cross Course
West Wyalong Airfield
27 October – 2 November 2013
This course is suitable for early cross
country pilots and those wanting to do
badge flights. But the course and your
coach will adapt to your level of experience.
The daily format will be:
l Analysis of the previous day.
l Weather briefing and task set for the day.
l Lecture of the day covering all XC
topics by the end of the week.
l One on one with your coach
l Flying in the afternoon either dual,
lead and follow or a badge flight on your
own.
Outlanding ratings will be done on the
27th for those needing them.
You will need to be “off checks” and
recommended by your CFI to attend the
course. All the coaches are instructors so
GPC ratings can be achieved. Bring your
own glider however BSC will have 2 two
seaters available. Please register your
interest by contacting:
Graham Brown
gsambrown@westnet.com.au
Speed Week 13
West Wyalong Airfield
3 -8 November 2013
Please register your interest by
contacting: Paul Mander 0417 447 974
paul@mander.net.au
Keepit Fast
Lake Keepit
11 - 15 November 2013

Coaching with Gee Dale
Website: www.keepitsoaring.com
Contact: chris.bowman@pcce.net

Aviation Insurance Broking Specialists

NSW State Championships
Lake Keepit
16 – 23 November 2013
Entries are now open for NSW
Championships to be held at Lake Keepit
Soaring Club between Saturday 16th and
Saturday 23rd November.
See the Club website for further
information - www.keepitsoaring.com
Click on the competition banner and it
will lead you to the entry form which you
can complete online, including paying
the entry fee. There is an early bird
discount for entries with full payment
before 1st October.
We will be delighted if you decide to
enter. If you have any questions email
me at President@keepitsoaring.com

OAMPS Aviation Insurance solutions are managed
by a dedicated aviation insurance team.

Narromine Cup
Narromine
24 - 30 November 2013
www.narromineglidingclub.com.au
Junior Nationals
Narromine
7-14 December 2013
Contest Director, Liam Donald:
ldonald87@hotmail.com
Saturday 7 December is the official
practice day. Final Night Dinner: 14
December 2013,
Entry Fees: $150
competition entry, $100 coachee entry
(please note that the entry fee's will
increase to $250 and $150 respectively
after 1 November 2013). www.
joeyglide.com.au and The Aus Junior
Gliding Facebook Groupenter.
SA State Championships
Gawler
26 - 31 December 2013
Prcactice on 26th Dec.
1st contest day on 31st Dec
thetemples@internode.on.net
Club and Sports Class Nationals
Waikerie
1 - 11 January 2014
contact Grant Hudson
granthudson4@gmail.com
VSA State Championships
Bacchus Marsh
12- 18 January 2014
Practice day Sunday12 Jan, Comp
commences Monday 13 Jan to Saturday
18 Jan. Wind up & Awards Dinner Sat 18
Jan. Contest Director - Ian Patching
patching@westnet.com.au

To discuss your Aviation Insurance needs,
please contact:

Gary Perera

Account Executive
Aviation policies are complex and so purchasing a policy “off the shelf” is
risky. We provide professional advice, based on understanding your needs
and recommend individual insurance solutions with the most suitable
underwriter and claims assistance. We also act as brokers for a number
of national aviation organisations and associations.

T: 02 9424 1727
E: gary.perera@oamps.com.au

If you’re involved with general aviation, or have a specific Aviation risk,
you should consider aviation insurance.

T: 02 9424 1782
E: hamish.mcintosh@oamps.com.au

Hamish McIntosh
Account Executive

oamps.com.au

Ref: 0432 Jan13
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Gfa caleNdaR
Use the Contact GFA menu at
www.glidingaustralia.org to send
events the GFA Secretariat for
publishing online and in GA
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AUSSIE TEAM AT
WGC ARGENTINA

The newest gliding magazine on the grid
is packed full of great stuff about gliders,
gliding and the pilots who fly them.

NOTE If you want to buy or sell a glider,
the classified section is now online.
Go to

multiclass - wgc benalla - news - orange week - barnes’ amreica
Cover_11.indd 1

www.glidingaustralia.org

and click the classified link on the menu bar
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SOMETHING TO SELL
TO GLIDER PILOTS?
ADVERTISE to the biggest
geographical gliding
community in the universe
For Display Advertising
Call 02 9332 2822 or email
sean@glidingaustralia.org.
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